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COMPILER FRONT END FUSION: UNDO DESUGARING IN
LANGUAGE PROCESSING TOOLS
ARTÚR POÓR, TAMÁS KOZSIK, MELINDA TÓTH, AND ISTVÁN BOZÓ
Abstract. Compiler front ends often perform desugaring on the source
code while constructing the abstract syntax tree (AST). A programming
language processing tool (such as a refactoring tool) working with the
desugared AST perceives the code at this abstract level, and loses information on the rich syntax used in the actual source code. This paper discusses
the concept of front end fusion, a technique which may help language processing tools to retain the syntactic sugar information on the source code in
the presence of desugaring compiler front ends. We propose a hybrid front
end created from two separate front ends: one provided by the compiler,
which offers type information, and another one, which provides the details
of the concrete syntax used in the source code. Specifically, we show how
to construct a hybrid front end in a language processing tool for the Scala
programming language.

1. Introduction
Programming language processing tools provide invaluable help during software development and maintenance. They can statically analyse source code
for debugging, code upgrade or grokking purposes, and they can perform
source code transformations and refactoring as well. These tools typically
need to be able to parse and pretty print source code, and may also require
semantic information, e.g. the type of expressions and the result of name
resolution.
There are two major approaches to implement language processing tools.
Firstly, the tool may have a custom lexer, parser, type checker, static semantic
analyser, and pretty printer built in, and tailored for, the tool (standalone
Received by the editors: April 17, 2018.
1991 Mathematics Subject Classification. 68N15, 68N20.
1998 CR Categories and Descriptors. D.3.4 [Programming languages]: Processors
– Compilers.
Key words and phrases. parser, abstract syntax tree, compiler front end, syntactic sugar,
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approach). Secondly, the external approach relies on some existing, widelyused compiler infrastructure for the given programming language. However,
as we shall see, both approaches have disadvantages.
Older compilers provide no convenient ways to access the output of the
compiler front end. For example, earlier versions of GCC (before v4.5) offer
intermediate files for observing available information between different compilation phases – which is a rather inconvenient input to a language processing
tool. This is where the standalone approach may be needed: the tool needs to
re-implement (a part of) the compiler front end for the language. Obviously,
this is quite expensive from the tool developer’s point of view. Moreover, this
makes the tool more vulnerable against the evolution of the programming language. Modern compilers such as Clang [10, p. 32], GHC [3] or Scalac [14]
provide APIs to access (annotated) abstract syntax trees (AST) at different
stages of the compilation process. Annotated ASTs may convey not only syntactic information, but semantic information (e.g. types) as well. This turns
out to be a useful input for a language processing tool – a clear benefit of the
external approach.
Rich languages offer a great amount of syntactic sugar, so that programmers can write terse, expressive, and easy-to-read code. The syntactic sugar,
however, is typically eliminated from the AST. The compiler replaces certain
fancy programming language constructs with semantically equivalent simpler
constructs (often referred to as core language constructs). This desugaring
process results in loss of information, which can be a disadvantage of the external approach: the language processing tool will be unable to reproduce the
original, syntactically rich source code. Although syntactic sugar does not
affect the meaning of a program (with respect to core language constructs), it
does have a significant impact on readability and maintainability – i.e. code
quality. Therefore recovery of syntactic sugar in a language processing tool
is an essential issue. For instance, we would like to observe the original, rich
syntax, when the tool communicates analysis results back to the programmer,
or pretty prints the code.
As the main contribution, this paper proposes the concept of front end
fusion: a technique to preserve syntactic sugar for a programming language
processing tool, if the external compiler infrastructure used by the tool applies
desugaring during the construction of annotated abstract syntax trees. We
propose a hybrid front end, a language processing tool front end, which is
the result of front end fusion: it is hybrid because it combines external and
standalone front ends. The presented approach performs a fusion of a custom
standalone parser and an external compiler infrastructure when creating the
hybrid front end. The main advantage of the presented methodology is to
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rely on an external compiler front end, use the static semantic information
calculated by the compiler, and replace its parsed information with a “nondesugared” syntax tree.
In the presentation below we show how to assemble a hybrid front end for
Scala. The concrete problem to solve is to obtain an AST representing the
rich, sugared syntax of a Scala source code, and annotate its nodes with type
information provided by the desugaring Scala compiler.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we present
desugaring in Scala, and provide a few examples. Section 4 describes some
difficulties in front end fusion, and Section 5 provides the fusing algorithm.
Section 6 presents a discussion about the presented methodology. Finally, in
Sections 7 and 8 we present related work and conclude the paper.
2. Desugaring
Scala is a particularly good language to study desugaring, since it heavily relies on syntactic sugars. For example, in this language one-argument methods
can be invoked without dot and a pair of parentheses as well. This makes both
args contains "−−help" and args.contains("−−help") valid. Furthermore, the anonymous (or lambda-) function that increases an integer by
one may be written as _ + 1, which will be expanded into x => x + 1. The
for-loop is also a syntactic sugar, and not part of the core language. The loop
that prints powers of two to the standard output is the following:
for (e <− List(0, 1, 2, 3, 4)) println(Math.pow(2, e))

This may as well be written using the foreach method:
List(0, 1, 2, 4).foreach{ e => println(Math.pow(2, e)) }

Lastly, the expression which overwrites an element of an array is as follows:
val xs : Array[String] = Array("zero", "one", "")
xs(2) = "two"

The second line may also be written as
xs.update(2, "two")

In all of these examples the compiler rewrites the former to the latter during
parsing. An important consequence of these and the many other syntactic
sugars is that Scala is especially well-suited for embedding languages (e.g.
creating embedded domain-specific languages, EDSLs). However, syntactic
sugars are rather ubiquitous, and can be found in other languages as well. In
Java, anonymous functions are syntactic sugars for instances of classes with
suitable “functional interface”. Anonymous functions have the benefit that
they are easier to construct and pass around, especially when working with
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streams. Another nice example of syntactic sugar is the do-notation of Haskell,
which makes it possible to write imperative style code in a purely functional
language.
Syntactic sugar can be defined in terms of rewriting rules. A rewriting
rule specifies the equivalent language constructs of the core language, thus
it gives semantics to a syntactic sugar. The application of the rewrite rules
may take place at different phases of the compilation process. For example, semicolon inference (e.g. in Scala and Eiffel) may be performed by the
lexer. Operator syntax in Scala is rewritten to method calls during parsing.
Finally, lambda-functions are rewritten to occurrences of PartialFunction
or Function objects after typing, in a separate phase. In the end, however,
the compiler front-end can output a desugared annotated abstract syntax tree
containing the constructs of the core language.
Desugaring is not an injective function, different source code may result in
the same desugared AST. On the one hand, the desugared AST is convenient
to work with in the compiler, which is only interested in whether the code is
semantically correct, and in the meaning of the code. On the other hand, the
desugared AST may be too abstract to work with in a static analyser, in a
refactoring tool, or in a pretty-printer, where the faithful reproduction of the
original source code is expected.
Another source of information loss about the syntax used in the source code
is demonstrated by the following example. Consider a simple Scala class, which
implements a counter. It has a hidden mutable variable count, an increment
procedure to increase count by one, and a get function to retrieve the current
value.
class Counter {
private var count : Int = 0
def increment()
: Unit = count = count + 1
def get()
: Int = count
}

The compilation technique used in the compiler turns the hidden mutable
variable into even more hidden (“object-private”), generates a getter (count)
and a setter (count_=) method, and rewrites every access to the count field
to an invocation of the getter, and every update to an invocation of the setter.
Shall we consider this as removal of syntactic sugar? Or is this Counter
example a counter-example to desugaring? In any case, when pretty-printing
the AST constructed by the compiler, the class looks quite different compared
to the original source code.
class Counter {
private[this] var count : Int = 0

COMPILER FRONT END FUSION
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private def count : Int = count
private def count_=(newVal : Int) : Unit = count = newVal
def increment() : Unit = count_=(count.+(1)) // + is a
method in the Int class
def get() : Int = count
}

On a side note, this code may seem broken because of a name conflict between
the field and its getter method. If we investigate the AST directly, we discover
that the name of the field is not “count”, but “count ”. The extra space
character in the name of the field is not handled properly by the standard
pretty-printer, and this causes the confusion. The right way to pretty-print
the AST would be to use a so-called “literal identifier”, as follows.
private[this] var count : Int = 0
private def count : Int = count

All in all, this example also makes it clear that the abstract representation
of the code in the compiler-generated AST may lose too much syntactical
information about the source code.
3. Hybrid front end
In the presence of a desugaring compiler and an independent parser producing accurate, syntactically sugared ASTs, a hybrid front end can be assembled.
The hybrid front end produces an AST which is built from the AST of the
custom parser, which avoids desugaring, and preserves all the syntactical information available in the source code. Then, this AST is combined with the
desugared AST constructed by the desugaring compiler front end, which contains collected and inferred static semantic information. In this approach only
a parser (and a lexer) may need to be developed, and the “hard part”, the
semantic analyses including name resolution and typing can be carried out
by an existing tool, the compiler. This combination of the standalone and
external approaches should be a good trade-off for many cases.
In this paper we investigate how to build such a hybrid front end for the
Scala language. Scala is selected as case study for its richness in syntactic
sugars, its desugaring compiler. Fortunately, there is no need to develop an
accurate parser for Scala: Scalameta, an open-source meta-programming library [13], suits our needs. The proposed hybrid front end relies on Scalameta
to parse source codes, and on the Scala compiler to resolve names and infer
types. In other words, the parser of the Scala compiler is “replaced” by the
parser of Scalameta, as illustrated on Figure 1.
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Scala compiler

Scalameta

parser
namer
packageobjects
typer

parser

Figure 1. Phases of the hybrid front end for Scala.
4. Difficulties in front end fusion
Our main goal is to propose a hybrid front end for Scala producing syntactically rich AST annotated with proper type information. The front-end
constructs the AST using Scalameta, and attaches type information computed
by the Scala compiler. This annotated AST is an excellent input for various
language processing tools.
In order to find the type of expressions represented by the nodes of the
Scalameta AST in the typed, desugared AST produced by the compiler, a
matching between the two ASTs must be established. The two ASTs have a
very similar structure, apart, of course, from the nodes representing a syntactic sugar in the Scalameta AST and their desugared counterparts in the
compiler AST. However, the two tools use different names for the same syntactic categories. Literals are represented with nodes of type Literal in the
Scala compiler, while Scalameta uses type-specific specializations of the Lit
type. Therefore, in the case of the selected two tools, a matching between the
two ASTs based on node types is cumbersome to define. The position information attached to AST nodes proved to be a better basis for the matching.
The details of this typing technique will be discussed in Section 5.1. Before
that, we investigate two issues which can hamper our fusion approach.
4.1. Position consistency. Position based matching works when both terminal and non-terminal nodes have information about their positions in the
source file. Position ranges of non-terminal nodes are synthesized from the
positions of their children.
We can say that a node from one of the ASTs and a node from the other
AST are in same-position relationship, if the position ranges defined by their
tokens are equal. The same-position relationship between the two tools is
position consistent if it is a one-to-one relationship. In this case, the fact that
two nodes from the two ASTs are in same-position relationship guarantees
that they are the roots of subtrees representing the same code fragment.
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Unfortunately, Scalameta and the Scala compiler are not position consistent.
Some of the desugaring transformations can result in position inconsistencies.
An example will be presented in Section 5 (Figure 3).
4.2. Preservation of types in desugaring. When we copy type information from the typed AST to the sugared AST, we identify matching AST nodes
using the same-position relationship. If a node c in the compiler AST is in this
relationship with a node s in the sugared AST, we copy the type information
from c to s. This approach is correct, if c and s represent Scala expressions of
the same type.
In the case of desugaring, however, nodes in the same position in the two
ASTs may refer to Scala expressions of different types. Consider, for example,
the increment method of Counter in Section 2, where the assignment to the
count variable is desugared to the invocation of the setter method count_=.
Here, the count variable on the left-hand side of the assignment operator is
in same position relationship with the setter method. Note that the type of
count is Int, and the type of count_= is the function type (Int) : Unit.
Hence it is an error to copy the type information from the compiler AST to
the sugared one with respect to these two AST nodes.
Section 2 offers examples of type-preserving desugarings as well. When
desugaring args contains "−−help" to args.contains("−−help"), the
types for all pairs of nodes in same position relationship are identical. The
same holds for desugaring the anonymous function _ + 1 to x => x + 1.
Note that nodes inserted by the compiler during desugaring do not cause a
problem if they are inserted to “unused” positions.
The construction of the hybrid front end would be easy if position consistency and type preservation held. In that case nodes in same-position relationship would represent the same expression, thus they would have the same
type. Unfortunately, these properties do not hold for the chosen front ends:
the Scalameta library and the Scala compiler. This may lead to annotating
with ambiguous and even incorrect types, as we shall see in Section 5.1.

5. Fusion of two compiler front ends
Now we need to investigate how to use Scalameta and the Scala compiler
together. The hybrid front end traverses the sugared and the desugared ASTs
from top to bottom. The output is an annotated AST, which includes all
terminal and non-terminal nodes of the sugared AST, as well as the semantic
information of the desugared AST, as presented in the rest of this section. We
conclude with challenges posed by Scala compiler desugarings.
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5.1. Typing a sugared AST. Our type copying algorithm annotates the
sugared AST with semantic information from the desugared AST. The algorithm is given in pseudo-code below. The procedure Type takes two nodes,
a sugared one and a desugared one, as parameters. The nodes need not be in
same-position relationship. The procedure searches for same-position counterparts in the desugared subtree. The procedure Annotate appends the type
of a match to a list of possible types for nodes . Then the typing algorithm for
children of nodes is done, this time the match is set as root of the desugared
AST. Note that this choice restricts the search for same-position counterpart
to the subtree of the match.
If there is no match found for nodes then there still may be matches for
children of nodes , so the typing continues.
T Y P E (nodes , noded )
let nodes be the root of sugared and noded the root of the
desugared abstract syntax subtrees
matches = S A M E -P O S I T I O N (nodes , noded )
for match in matches
A N N O T A T E (nodes , T Y P E (match))
for child in C H I L D R E N (nodes )
T Y P E (child, match)
if E M P T Y (matches)
for child in C H I L D R E N (nodes )
T Y P E (child, noded )

The function Same-Position returns a set of desugared nodes that are
in same-position relationship with nodes . The function performs a recursive
depth-first traversal of the desugared subtree. The operator “includes” checks
whether a position range of a node is between the start and end of position
range of another node. The function Same-Position uses “includes” to skip
unrelated parts. In case of position consistency, the function Same-Position
always returns a singleton set.
S A M E -P O S I T I O N (nodes , noded )
let matches be an empty set of desugared nodes
if P O S I T I O N (nodes ) == P O S I T I O N (noded )
A D D (noded , matches)
for child in C H I L D R E N (noded )
if P O S I T I O N (child) includes P O S I T I O N (nodes )
U N I O N (S A M E -P O S I T I O N (nodes , child), matches)
return matches

COMPILER FRONT END FUSION
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We demonstrate the typing algorithm using the desugaring examples from
Section 2. We show how to type the anonymous function _ + 1 and the array
element overwrite xs(2) = "two".
For the anonymous function, we are required to use the following class
definition because the compiler accepts only complete compilation units.
class C {
val inc : Int => Int = _ + 1
}

The sugared and desugared ASTs of the expression _ + 1 is illustrated on
Figure 2. The nodes ApplyInfix and Function are the roots of the subtrees
in the two ASTs. They are in same-position relationship. For each of the
children of ApplyInfix, the algorithm searches for same-position counterparts
in the subtree of Function. It annotates Placeholder correctly with the Int
type. However, ApplyInfix has ambiguous type because it has two sameposition counterparts (a result of the violation of position consistency): the
algorithm annotates with Int and Int => Int. Also, the algorithm does not
annotate Name("+") since the node is not in same-position relationship with
any nodes.
For the array element overwrite, we use the following program:
object O {
def main(args : Array[String]) {
val xs : Array[String] = Array("zero", "one", "")
xs(2) = "two"
}
}

The sugared and desugared ASTs of the assignment xs(2) = "two" is shown
on Figure 3. Every node in the sugared can be annotated since each node is
in one or more same-position relationships. The types of Update, Int(2) and
String("two") are Unit, Int, String, respectively. However, Name("xs")
receives two distinct types: the correct type Array[String and the type of
the method update, which is (Int, String) : Unit. Again, this is a result
of violation of position consistency.
6. Evaluation
The problem to be solved is implementation of a suitable front end for a
variety of external language processing tools. Most common features that
these tools offer are static analysis and program code transformation. Many
tools statically analyse the code at hand, and even perform transformation
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ApplyInfix

(sugared)
(pos: 35–40)

Placeholder

Name("+")

Int(1)

pos: 35–36

(pos: 37–38)

pos: 39–40

Function

(desugared)
pos: 35–40
Int => Int
ValDef(TermName("x$1"))

Apply

pos: 35

pos: 35–40

Int

Int

Select(TermName("+")) Literal(Constant(1))

pos: 35–38

pos: 39–40

(Int) : Int

Int

Ident(TermName("x$1"))

pos: 35–36
Int

Figure 2. Sugared and desugared ASTs of _ + 1. Positions
are given in offsets.
based on information from static analysis, combining the two features. We
elaborate on the effect of hybrid front ends on these features in what follows.
6.1. Benefits in program code transformation. External tools which perform source code transformations would benefit from a front end that generates a more accurate source code representation. A typical workflow consists
of parsing, locating the code to be transformed in the AST, transformation
and pretty printing the AST.
A hybrid front end may improve locating the code in the AST in specific
cases. Depending on the compiler front end infrastructure and the order and
organisation of the compilation phases, the AST may become subject to optimizations and compile time meta-programming. By the time the external tool
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Update (sugared)

pos: 104–117

Name("xs")

Int(2)

String("two")

pos: 104–106

pos: 107–108

pos: 112–117

Apply (desugared)

pos: 104–117
Unit

Select(TermName
("update"))

Literal(
Constant(2))

Literal(Constant
("two"))

pos: 104–106

pos: 107–108

pos: 112–117

(Int, String) : Unit

Int

String

Ident(TermName("xs"))

pos: 104–106
Array[String]

Figure 3. Sugared and desugared ASTs of xs(2) = "two".
Positions are given in offsets.
receives the AST, constant expressions may be folded, and meta-programming
constructs are expanded into generated code. It may happen that the programmer specifies a (part of a) meta-programming construct as the subject of a code
transformation, and the compiler front end replaces it with its expansion in
the AST, thus the search in the AST fails.
Benefit in pretty printing is clear. A hybrid front end retains lexical and
syntactical information on the code. The retained information, which includes
syntactic sugars, comments and whitespaces, helps the pretty printer to generate code that pleases the programmer. Without this information, as a side
effect, for-loops may become foreach functions, invaluable documentation
comments may be lost, and tabs may be replaced with spaces or vice versa,
throwing away careful indentation.
6.2. Effect on static analysis. The difference between ASTs in representation of the same statement, such as the assignment counter = counter + 1,
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may cause ambiguity in interprocedural semantic analyses. This statement can
be regarded as an assignment, where the value from the right hand side flows
to the left hand side, or as an invocation of the setter method counter_= in
the class Counter.
We can resolve this ambiguity in the following way. When the user does
not define a setter for counter, the compiler will generate a trivial setter. In
that case, the analysis can treat the statement as an assignment. Otherwise,
the assignment regarded as an invocation of the setter method.
7. Related work
Several programming languages offer syntactic sugars to make software development more convenient and efficient. At first, we present a resugaring
technique in Scala, then we investigate other languages as well.
7.1. Resugaring in Scala. An alternative approach to build a language processing tool is to further enhance the annotated AST provided by an external
tool by undoing the desugaring and adding the sugared syntax tree to the representation. In [12] we introduced a resugaring algorithm for Scala by linking
two ASTs, a sugared and a desugared, together. The output is a joint AST
which includes terminal and non-terminal nodes of both ASTs and the links
between them. Figure 4 illustrates the relevant fragment of the joint AST of
the Counter class, with a sugared AST constructed with Scalameta, and a
desugared AST provided by the scalac compiler.
Counter (sugared)

Counter (desugared)

count increment get

count

(18-46) (49-86) (89-121)

(18-30)

getter
(30)

setter increment get
(30)
(53)
(93)

Figure 4. Resugared AST of the Counter class. Positions are
given in offsets.
The links between the nodes of the two ASTs are established by an algorithm
that traverses the two ASTs simultaneously in level-order. The algorithm is
presented on Figure 5.
7.2. Scalameta. Our choice of parser library, Scalameta [13], comes with capability to annotate ASTs with types. The Scalameta compiler plugin collects
information from compiler into semantic database. During parsing, Scalameta
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R E S U G A R (trees , treed )
let trees be the root of sugared and treed the root of the
desugared AST
edges = R E S U G A R -C H I L D R E N (trees , treed )
if P O S I T I O N (trees ) overlaps P O S I T I O N (treed )
A D D (edges, E D G E (trees , treed ))
return edges
R E S U G A R -C H I L D R E N (trees , treed )
let edges be an empty set of links between the nodes
let mapping be an empty mapping from positions to nodes
for i = 1 to N U M -C H I L D R E N (treed )
A D D (mapping,
P O S I T I O N (C H I L D R E N (treed , i)),
C H I L D R E N (treed , i))
for i = 1 to N U M -C H I L D R E N (trees )
if C H I L D R E N (trees , i) has a matching node in mapping
let match be the desugared node with overlapping
position in mapping
U N I O N (edges,
R E S U G A R -C H I L D R E N (C H I L D R E N (trees , i), match))
return edges

Figure 5. Resugaring algorithm
consults the semantic database and exposes types in its Semantic API. Similarly to our fused front end, Scalameta also uses position information.
So far, Semantic API is limited to symbol types and name resolution. Annotating complex expressions is a work in progress.
7.3. Syntactic sugars in other languages. The records in Erlang are taken
as syntactic sugar, thus are translated to tuple expressions by the compiler.
A record of n fields is substituted with a tuple of n + 1 elements, where the
very first element is the name of the record and the following elements are the
values of the fields (listed in the defined field order).
There are two major refactoring tools for Erlang, RefactorErl [5] and Wrangler. These tools use different approaches in source code processing. RefactorErl follows a standalone approach: it uses its own analyser framework to
make every bit of information available. Even the layout, comment, preprocessor constructs and record information are stored in the Semantic Program
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Graph (SPG), thus the source code restoration with its context is straightforward. Opposed to RefactorErl, Wrangler [9] is closer to the external approach,
since it uses the standard syntax tools [1] library that comes with Erlang OTP.
Atop of the standard parser, however, the tool annotates ASTs with additional
information with macro, record and layout information.
The Glasgow Haskell Compiler [11] uses several well-separated phases in
compilation process. Type checking is performed right before desugaring
phase, thus extracting representation after type checking phase includes information on syntactic sugar constructs. Haskell-tools [4] refactoring framework
uses this representation for further analysis and transformation – this is an
external approach.
7.4. Literate Programming. Donald Knuth’s literate programming [8] allows us to generate documentation and code from a single WEB file. The weaving
process generates TEX document, which can be rendered in human-readable
format. The tangling process generates code (say, C), which can be compiled
and run.
It may be possible to reconstruct the original WEB file from TEX document
and code. This problem is similar to ours: assuming that front ends for TEX
and C can be fused, a hybrid front end could produce a WEB file from TEX
documentation and C code of the same program. The C code carries information to restore section structure of the WEB file. The section names and
documentation in each section are part of the TEX file. Annotation comments
(e.g. /*8:*/ and /*:8*/) and TEX macros (e.g. \X8:) provide a way to establish connection between C code and TEX file. In contrast, we used position
information in our hybrid front end for Scala.
7.5. Preprocessor constructs. Preprocessor constructs, such as macros,
can also be considered as a special form of desugaring. In the original source
code a macro application is presented, but usually well before the static semantic analysis a preprocessor substitutes the macro application with the
corresponding macro body, and the compiler builds the annotated AST from
the expanded macro body. This raises a similar problem as the desugaring in
a language processing tool. For example, the source code needs to be pretty
printed after a refactoring transformation with the original macro applications
kept.
For Erlang, the tool RefactorErl provides a custom parser to store both the
original code and the preprocessed one [7, 6]. This makes the pretty printing
after refactoring straightforward, and the static analysis more accurate on the
expanded AST.
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The C programming language also provides a powerful macro system. The
tool CRefactory [2] introduces a standalone approach to solve the same issue
by preserving the preprocessor directives during parsing.
8. Conclusion
In this paper, we elaborated on how to implement a programming language
processing tool in order to minimize the effort. We showed that building upon
modern compiler infrastructure helps, but it comes at the price of losing information, due to desugaring. We presented an approach, front end fusion,
to circumvent this. We proposed an algorithm to construct an annotated abstract syntax tree by fusing the ASTs of the Scala compiler and the Scalameta
library.
The presented algorithm is based on the simultaneous traversing of the
ASTs to be fused while considering the position consistency of the desugared
nodes. We also discussed the need of type-preserving desugaring in terms of
the fusion, and presented the solution for the Scala-specific deviations.
We have implemented and evaluated our methodology by creating a language processing tool for Scala with the aim of providing a refactoring framework for parallelisation. Probably, the presented approach may be used for
other programming languages as well.
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AN EFFICIENT GRAPH VISUALISATION FRAMEWORK
FOR REFACTORERL
MÁTYÁS KOMÁROMI, ISTVÁN BOZÓ, AND MELINDA TÓTH
Abstract. Graph visualisation is a well-known and researched field of
graphical informatics. Several good algorithms were developed and reviewed by our days. However, most of the graph drawing tools mainly
focus on static drawing generation. In this paper we present an approach
that is efficient enough to visualise the user-requested parts (views) of a
relatively large Semantic Program Graphs of Erlang projects in soft realtime. With the presented approach the visualised graphs can be traversed
interactively, by changing between different levels of detailed information,
which may support code comprehension in the RefactorErl framework.

1. Introduction
Graph visualisation is a popular research topic, and several algorithms and
tools exist that are ready to use. However, the increasing size of the nodes
and links among them to visualise on the graph makes the layout calculation
more complicated and slow.
Graph visualisation is often used in tools supporting static and dynamic
source code comprehension. It is very convenient to denote the relations/dependencies among program entities using a graph view.
RefactorErl [11, 22] is a static source code analysis and transformation
tool for Erlang [10]. Besides the more than 20 refactorings, the tool provides
several functionalities to support program comprehension: semantic queries,
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static-dynamic call analyses, data-flow analysis, dependence analyses, etc. The
results of several analyses can be visualised as graphs.
Also, the tool itself uses a graph based intermediate representation for the
source code: the Semantic Program Graph [16]. The SPG contains lexical,
syntactic, and semantic information about the source code. These three layers generate huge amount of data (nodes and edges) from the source code.
Even for a module with few hundreds of lines of code (LOC) the standard
visualisation tools, such as Graphviz [5], are hardly able to generate a proper
view.
Although, it depends on the complexity of the source code, but in general,
there are 50-times more nodes and edges in the graph than lines of code in the
source code.
When analysing millions of LOC in industrial scale software, or when a
single Erlang application is analysed, having more than twenty thousands of
LOC, the graph visualisation is almost impossible. Thus we decided not to
visualise the entire graph, but only the relevant parts for the user. We needed
a graph that can be traversed fully interactively, switching between the levels
of information.
The main contribution of this paper is a solution to the above presented
problem. We are providing a graph visualisation method and a new component
gview for RefactorErl that is capable of handling real Erlang projects. We
demonstrate different views available through the new component and evaluate
the performance on different open-source projects.
2. Related work
Graph visualisation has been subject to research since long time ago, many
good visualisation tools are available for use today.
2.1. Graphviz. Graphviz [5] is an open source graph visualisation software.
It supports many input formats, specifications, and algorithms for presenting
graphs. However, Graphviz is unable to render graphs with high node count,
in an interactive manner, as experienced during the development of the user
interface of RefactorErl. Rendering the main view of Mnesia into an svg file
with Graphviz, consisting of around 2200 nodes, took around 3700 seconds
(more than an hour). After the layout generation, opening the generated svg
file in a browser took 4 minutes. The layout for the very same view can be
generated by gview in 2 minutes, cached, and then displayed interactively.
2.2. Wolfram Mathematica. Wolfram Mathematica [9]: The Wolfram Language provides functions for the aesthetic drawing of graphs. Algorithms
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implemented include spring embedding, spring-electrical embedding, highdimensional embedding, radial drawing, random embedding, circular embedding, and spiral embedding. In addition, algorithms for layered/hierarchical
drawing of directed graphs as well as for the drawing of trees are available.
2.3. MSAGL. MSAGL [6]: MSAGL is a .NET library and tool for graph
layout and viewing. MSAGL was developed in Microsoft by Lev Na-chmanson,
Sergey Pupyrev, Tim Dwyer, Ted Hart, and Roman Prutkin.
2.4. Erlgraph. Erlgraph [2] is an application which enables a d3js force directed graph to connect to an Erlang VM. The plotted data consists of the
active processes of the running application and the messages they send or
receive. D3.js is a JavaScript library for manipulating documents based on
data. D3 aids creating data driven animations using HTML, SVG, and CSS.
D3 is said to emphasis on modern web standards, which gives full capability
of modern browsers without tying to a proprietary framework. Erlgraph provides an insight into the underlying mechanism of an Erlang application in
runtime. Erlgraph is an extremely useful tool for visualising how processes of
the project interact with each other. What different in gview and Erlgraph
is that while Erlgraph realises a dynamic (runtime) analysis of Erlang code,
gview targets static analysis of the Erlang project at hand, which means no
code needs to be executed.
3. Background
Gview is built upon Flib [4]. Flib (at the time of writing this paper) is
a single-author OpenGL development library for C++. It supports creating
and handling Windows, OGL contexts and OpenGL objects. It also has a GUI
system, graphical and linear mathematical tools. On windows platforms, Flib
uses the standard Windows API for window creation and management, on
Linux platforms, it uses the XLib windowing system. Consequently, OpenGL
context creation is done using WGL and GLX respectively. The Flib API
documentation generated by doxygen can be found on the online repository [3].
4. Visualisation framework: gview
4.1. Overview. Dot [18] is a general purpose graph describing language capable of representing directed and non-directed graphs alike, with extra information options on both edges and nodes. RefactorErl supports exporting
all the data from semantic graphs of loaded Erlang files to a single dot file.
Therefore, by parsing this exported dot file gview is able to create a layout for
the views of the graphs and display these views interactively. The architecture
of the software can be seen on Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The architecture of gview.
4.2. Dot files. The main reason of using dot files is the existing support for
it in RefactorErl and the ease of implementing a custom parser in C++. On
the other hand, using dot files as intermediate data representation is quite
rigid. Having a file changed one must regenerate the dot file in RefactorErl,
and on every startup, gview has to parse the whole dot file. The data-flow of
the program can be seen on Figure 2.

Figure 2. Data-flow in the visualisation process.

4.3. Rendering. The rendering is done using OpenGL [21] with the supporting classes of Flib. We preferred OpenGL because it is hardware close and
very fast and, unlike DirectX, portable across operating systems. The drawing
data is generated on the fly after each iteration of the layout algorithm, thick
lines are tessellated into triangles, circles into regular polygons by the C++
implementation. Extra information on vertices for anti-aliasing is also added
in this process. The drawing data is then uploaded to the graphics card and
drawn as a single batch, avoiding the cost of setting up many drawing calls.
The anti-aliasing is done by our shader program on the GPU.
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4.4. Layout. Our layout calculating algorithm is a modified version of twodimensional N-Body simulation, known as Force-Directed Layout (FDL) [14].
In a classic N-Body simulation we would have N objects, each pair exerting
attracting gravitational force, proportional to the mass and inverse square
of the distance, to each other. However our FDL algorithm considers these
objects (nodes of the graph) to have electric charges, instead of gravitational
effects, and thus repel one-another. Furthermore edges between nodes of the
graph are represented as springs of logarithmic strength, meaning the force
they exert is logarithmically proportional to the distance they stretch across.
This way the edges attract nodes they connect. After the initial setup Acting
net forces are calculated in every iteration for each node, then we update the
position of nodes according to these net forces and the elapsed simulation time.
Forces are taken to act instantaneously, which means they are applied directly
to the position of nodes not on their speed.
There are many toggleable elements of this simulation; the strength of the
springs, the amount charge a node has, the stepping time between iterations of
the simulation, and initial positions of the nodes. Choosing these parameters
were done on an empirical basis; we experimented with them until the results
looked good. Therefore, by modifying the charge of nodes or the strength of
the springs we can change the final spacing among edges or nodes. This way
we can emphasis parts of the displayed graph.
4.5. Related libraries. Beside the Flib there are many other excellent frameworks for OpenGL development.
SDL (Simple Directmedia Layer) [12] is one of the oldest of these frameworks, it has outstanding wide system and hardware support. However, its
interface was designed for C not C++, SDL does not use object-oriented
paradigms. SFML (Simple and Fast Multimedia Layer) [8] is another excellent choice for OpenGL development. It is completely object oriented (by
the C++ binding) with cross-platform support, but it lacks the GUI module.
Qt [7] is a professional and robust framework with good GUI and OpenGL
support.
Flib (developed by the author of this paper) brings the required OpenGL
window and context management classes and wrapper classes for the mostly
used GL object sand it has a GUI module which we use for simple text output.
It also has a robust event handling system and very convenient graphic classes
such as vectors and matrices.
4.6. GUI Framework. Flib provides GUI classes on top of OpenGL. Gview
uses Flib to automatically open a window, an OGL context associated with this
window, and a GUI context which is responsible for storing GUI related data
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such as fonts and shaders. The GUI context also has a main GUI layout where
the application can attach GUI elements. The GUI elements are structured in
a tree pattern: each GUI element may have a parent layout, each layout may
have any number of children elements, layouts are GUI elements too.
The events, draw calls, and update calls are forwarded down the hierarchical
structure each time. To detect node selection and change the current view,
we use the event listener functionality of Flib to translate mouse events such
as movements, button down, button up, and more complex events as click or
double click. The graph transformation is also done with the built-in classes
of Flib, these are responsible for calculation of scaling, offset, and rotation
values that can be used for generation of the displayed mesh.
4.7. Mesh Generation. Although a mesh is generated on the CPU after
each iteration of the layout calculation by gview, using the CPU for this task
is perfectly sufficient since the displayed part of the graph is expected to have
at most 3000 nodes and 10000 edges (not even Mnesia has this much in the
main view) which results in at most tens of thousands of triangles. For this,
the task is easily handled by an average CPU these days.
Having the layout (the node positions) of the calculated graph, we tessellate
it into triangles and lines. The data to be transferred is generated in a batch,
thus it can be sent in one operation what makes the upload fast. After the
mesh calculation, the drawing can be performed with a single call. Uploading
to the GPU is done by buffer object streaming, dropping the buffer object
before each upload and creating a new one. This enables the GL to complete
drawing commands referring the previous buffer while uploading the new one.
Uploading the mesh is done using the designated interface of Flib for simplicity. Tessellation of lines uses the built-in tessellation functionality from Flib
which automatically includes distance-field data needed by the anti-aliasing
technique. The data is drawn using the drawing API of Flib as well. Results
of the tessellation can be seen on Figure 3.
4.8. Dynamic Level of Detail. A very useful technique for graphical applications is Dynamic Level Of Detail [23] (DLOD), it involves altering the
detailedness of an object (how many triangles it has or what textures it uses)
based on how small that object appears on the screen. This technique is effective because our eyes can not make out the difference on small objects, we
use DLOD in gview to reduce workload on CPU when the mesh is generated.
As for an example, circles that represent module or file nodes get drawn as
regular n-sided polygons. The value of n is based on the zooming, the more
it is zoomed in, the larger the value of n is. Application of DLOD is shown
on Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Tessellation of the edges (the thickness of the edges
was increased for demonstration).
To calculate the number of sides our polygon needs, when approximating
a circle, let us say the circle has r radius given in pixels on the screen. The
size of the radius in pixels can be calculated from the resolution at which the
rendering is done and the zooming level. Considering the formula for the circle
perimeter 2*r *π we can approximate the number of pixels on the perimeter of
the circle easily, as p = 2*r *M PI in C++. When drawing a circle of radius
r, we ought to approximate a curve of length p. After taking measurements,
we found that using p/4 line segments produces satisfactory images. It is
also worth noting, that letting the number of sides drop below 3 is trivially
pointless.

Figure 4. Number of sides (denoted as n) of regular polygons
representing circles with different zooming level.
4.9. Anti-aliasing. Anti-aliasing [13] is done using distance fields, through a
technique called distance-to-edge anti-aliasing (DEAA) [17]. The main idea is
that, if we know the distance from the edge of the primitive when processing a
fragment, then we can set the transparency to drop when getting near the edge
of the primitive. Thus, having the transparency stored in the alpha channel of
the fragment, the OpenGL blending mechanism will ensure it will be displayed
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transparently. The effect of using anti-aliasing can be seen in Figure 5. The
distance function is calculated as the minimum of the distances to the edges
of the mesh. For this purpose, we store the distances in separate channels (red
channel holds the distance from the left edge, green channel from the right edge
etc.). Calculating these distances on a per-vertex basis and using the OpenGL
built-in linear interpolation functions, we can approximate the distance to the
edges of the mesh as the minimum of the interpolated distances.

Figure 5. Call and recursive edge with and without antialiasing.

5. Generating the layout
The layout of a displayed graph is defined as a list containing points (twodimensional) for each node of the graph. The algorithm described below takes
an initial layout and processes it in iterations. We use the Force-directed layout
algorithm, that is described in more detail in Section 4.4. For experimenting,
we have defined and implemented three different versions of the algorithm
(Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3). The efficiency of different implementations can
be seen on Figure 6, where we plotted the number of iterations it took to
generate the final layout for tested views, against the number of connections
in the views, by connections we mean the number of potential forces acting in
the simulation. The number of these connections is in O(n2 + e), where n is
the number of nodes and e is the number of edges.
5.1. CPU implementation. The first implementation uses only the CPU
without any optimization; it simply iterates through all node pairs and sums
up the forces then applies the forces to the node positions (instantaneous
forces). The calculation of forces the nodes exert on other nodes takes O(n2 )
time where n is the number of nodes. Summing the spring forces takes time
proportional to the number of edges e: O(e). Applying the forces on n nodes
take O(n) time.
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Figure 6. Iterations needed to reach final state plotted
against number of connections (n2 +e) in view.
5.2. QuadTrees. The second implementation uses quad trees for space partitioning to reduce computation time. These quadtrees have regions as nodes,
generated by recursively dividing the points in a region into two sets of the
equal size, using horizontal splitting lines and vertical splitting lines alternately. This method is also called as Barnes-Hut algorithm [19]. The recursion stops when a certain minimum of nodes in a region is reached. Therefore,
when calculating the net force on a node we can traverse the generated tree
and approximate the net force exerted by all the nodes in a region of the tree
in constant time when it is far enough from the currently processed node. This
technique results in O(n ∗ log(n)) time complexity when the distribution of
the nodes is even. The problem is that the constant factor of the complexity is quite big as the tree has to be regenerated in each iteration (and not
CPU cache friendly). On large views this method outperforms the trivial CPU
implementation.
5.3. GPU implementation. The third implementation is the parallel equivalent on GPU of the first one using OpenGL Compute Shaders. We chosed
OpenGL over Cuda or OpenCL because it has good support for AMD and
Intel cards too, integrates nicely with the rest of the drawing code, and requires no extra libraries. The graph is sent to the GPU in adjacency matrix
representation in a texture image. A kernel is then dispatched for each node
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of the graph which computes the net force acting on that node. The GPU
implementation reuses the calculated data and thus data is only streamed to
the CPU once every frame (typically 20 iterations). As a consequence, when
the number of nodes is smaller than the number of shader cores, the GPU is
not used efficiently. This issue could be remedied using a divide and conquer
approach: each kernel only calculates the net force on a node exerted by a
portion of other nodes. Then another shader is dispatched to sum up the
subresults.
5.4. Alternatives. Stress majoring [15] is another good algorithm that we
looked into using. However, on lack of time it was not implemented. Thus, it
is not discussed in this paper.
5.5. Caching. Generating the final layout of a graph view is very computational and time costly. Therefore, caching the generated layouts can save
important resources and speed up gview. Caches need to be stored permanently, thus they are saved as external binary files using the file streams of the
C++ standard library.
One way to implement caching is having a cache file for each view of the
graph. This potentially results in thousand of files per graph, although they
can be loaded separately resulting in less memory usage.
The other way is keeping one cache file per project. This way, the cache
management is easier and clearer. The resulting cache file sizes depend on
the opened views. The cache files barely reach 50kB even on the largest test
project: Mnesia [20].
6. RefactorErl graph views
Plotting the whole graph exported to the dot file would be pointless and
computationally extremely expensive. Consequently, we define views of the
graph and only plot one of these views at a time reducing workload and letting
the user concentrate on one aspect of the project.
6.1. Main view. The main view consists of all the modules and functions
defined or referenced in the application. Each function is linked to the module
they are defined in. One can change the view by clicking on a module node,
then the view for that module is shown.
6.2. Module view. The module view is similar to the main view, but it
displays only one module and the functions defined by the actual module. It
has a ROOT node through which one can return to the main view. One can
change the view by clicking on a function node, than the view for that function
is brought up. The massive main view of Mnesia is shown on Figure 7.
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Figure 7. The main view of Mnesia containing more than
2500 nodes and edges.

Figure 8. The main view of the CosTime application.
6.3. Function view. The function view plots a function and all functions
that directly or indirectly call/get called by it (Figure 9). The plot depth
of the call graph can be adjusted, this depth is an argument of the view.
Currently the depth is not limited, but in the future we plan to limit it to a
reasonable size.
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Figure 9. Deep function views of GreenErl and MAS projects.
6.4. Visual elements. The displaying engine in gview supports various
graphical elements to provide information to the user. The shape of the nodes
can be customised and set for example to triangle, square, or circle. The
width of edges can be adjusted, the colour of the edges, the displayed text
below nodes, and the shape of the arrows of edges can be customised as well.
Through these options the view generator is able to highlight the differences
between the semantic entities (function, module, etc.) of the displayed graph.
Some of the available elements are shown on Figure 10.
7. Evaluation
To measure the performance of gview and profile it we tested it on several
open-source projects.
The largest project was the Mnesia [20], a robust, distributed database
management system, written in Erlang. With more than 2500 functions (and
around 25 thousands LOC) this is by far the largest project gview was tested
on. Plotting all the texts of the main view interactively could be considered a
challenge alone. Part of the main view is shown on Figure 11.
CosTime [1] is an Erlang implementation of the OMG CORBA Time and
TimerEvent Services. It has many modules with few functions, thus it was
a good candidate to test gview on. Main view of CosTime can be seen on
Figure 8.
The measurements were made on loading of dot files and generating the
views. We can conclude that the loading of dot files was the major slowdown
on startup. The loading may take more than 90% of the start time. Other
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Figure 10. Some of the customisable visual elements: triangles, circles, edges, recursive edges, etc.

Figure 11. The massive amount of functions in Mnesia.
events performed on startup, such as window or OGL context creation take
negligible time compared to loading and interpreting dot files.
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Figure 12. The average time taken for layout generation, tessellation, label setting, and drawing the view.
When displaying a view, the most time is spent on generating the layout
(70% and up). Label placement and mesh generation could run in real-time
(without layout calculation). Figure 12 demonstrates distribution of time
spent on different stages. Analysing the charts, it is obvious that described
caching mechanism largely improves the efficiency and ensures real-time response on large views.
As an efficiency test, we have compared the execution times of gview and
the old Graphviz based dependence graph drawing component of RefactorErl.
We have exported a graph of the Mnesia application to a dot file. The graph
generation with gview needed cc. 90 seconds, which could be then interactively
used. To generate to same graph in SVG with Grapviz took more than an hour,
and because of the amount of nodes displaying and browsing the content was
hard to manage.
Measurements were done on a laptop, running Windows 10, with Intel(R)
Core(TM) i5-5250U CPU @ 1.60GHz and 8GB of memory, with Intel(R) HD
Graphics 6000 integrated GPU, using a TOSHIBA MQ02ABD100H 1TB HDD
5400Hz, which could be considered a low-end setup today. Using a 7th generation Intel processor and a much faster SSD could potentially improve the
results of some of these benchmarks.
8. Conclusion and future work
RefactorErl framework has several graphical and command-line interfaces,
that support refactorings, static code analysis, and code comprehension as
well. The tool uses a Semantic Program Graph as an intermediate representation of the source code. The SPG includes static semantic information beside
the syntactic and lexical information. The conversion of the SPG to an SVG
file with Graphviz was possible only on relatively small graphs. There was
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high demand for an efficient and interactive graph visualisation tool that led
us to create the gview component presented in this paper.
RefactorErl has support for exporting the SPG to a dot file, thus we used
this functionality and the dot format for representing the graph. These files
are then processed by our custom dot parser implemented in C++. The views
of the exported graph are generated and visualised using OpenGL. We have
used Flib for GUI and OGL object management. To calculate the layout of the
graph we used Force-directed layout generation. To improve the performance
of the interactive viewer, the resulted layout is saved to cache files to avoid
the continuous need of recalculating. To enhance the visual quality of the
rendered scene we used anti-aliasing. Dynamic Level Of Detail is applied to
reduce geometry, which is then tessellated using Flib and drawn in a single
batch. We made the appearance fully customisable, thus the users are able
to use different shapes and arrows for different semantic entities and relations
among them accordingly. The user is able to switch between views using
the cursor; pointing on a node and clicking brings up a more detailed view
associated with that node.
Although static data access through dot files was a good starting point,
it turned out that processing/parsing the dot file is the bottleneck in graph
generation. In the future we plan to replace it with dynamic graph information
acquired directly from RefactorErl.
Also, using the GPU for parallelisation of mesh tessellation is also an appropriate subject for future research.
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APPLICATION FUNCTIONS PLACEMENT OPTIMIZATION
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Abstract. Distributed Computing in 5G Mobile Networks is a potential requirement for certain applications that depends on low latency and
information sharing through or with data information sources. Such applications may be observed as a distributed application. We present a
tool and method to optimize the deployment of distributed applications,
dividing it into Modules, in a 5G Mobile Network environment. To do
so we apply an approximation algorithm for the Path Computation and
Function Placement Problem described in [1]. We show that under certain
circumstances it is beneficial to deploy parts of such applications in a Cloud
Computing environment with Distributed Cloud resources at the Mobile
Network Edge. We verify our findings with an example, an Augmented
Reality application.

1. Introduction
5G mobile networks promise high bandwidth and low latency on the radio
interface for both downlink and uplink data [2] which capability will enable
new type of applications and services. Such mobile applications include Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual Reality, Gaming and many other bandwidth
heavy and latency sensitive applications, potentially applied for critical use
cases such as Intelligent Transportation Systems or Surveillance.
Deploying an application on a 5G network with distributed cloud capabilities involves the choice of were to allocate what parts of the applications. It
depend both on the application itself and on the involved network. In this
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work we propose a method and tool to facilitate planning of refactoring of an
existing applications into modules. To do so we calculate the best placement
of the modules on the network compute servers, given user profile and context conditions informations such as: typical user request, policy per type of
user (SLA), available bandwidth, network node types, available computation
power and cost of computation on the device, in the distributed edge and
central cloud.
We have chosen a resource demanding AR application for our test. We
assume that such applications can benefit both from involving low latency
external computation power and significant sized, but affordable, storage capabilities. To validate our assumptions we apply the mentioned tool and
measure the application properties under certain circumstances and network
constraints.
Main contributions of this work is the proposal of a method to automatize
application partitioning and placement in a 5G/Edge environment. We introduce a possible tool-set implementing our method, its experimental setup and
evaluation.
Most works on this topic focuses only on the problem of task partitioning
and placement, while they seldom addresses issues of multiple users and load
balancing. For this purpose in our work we integrate an approach from network
service placements and apply a variation of the approximation algorithm for
the Path Computation and Function Placement Problem described in [1].
2. Background
In the following section we give an informal description of the problem we
address and contextualize it by referring to related works.
2.1. Problem Statement. To partition an application and to deploy its
modules in a 5G network with edge computing resources, we need to calculate
what is the (sub)optimal grouping of the components and their placement that
maximizes the usage of network capacities in a given instant. Giving a flexible
method to automate this process enables applications to adapt to environment
changes through dynamical reallocation of resources.
This task can be reduced in three main steps:
(1) Model the application through hybrid analysis (using both static
analysis and heuristics from dynamic profiling of the given application);
(2) Calculate a partition to divide the application in modules minimizing their interactions and communication cost while maximizing the
responsiveness and perceived performances;
(3) Decide best placements of the modules in the given network;
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2.2. Related Works. State-of-the-art Application Partitioning Algorithms
(APAs), applied to distributed processing, still face many issues and challenges. An extensive summary concerning APAs in Mobile Cloud Computing
is proposed in [3]. Based on the model used as an input to the partition,
the authors identify three main categories of existing solution: graph-based,
Linear Programming (LP) or hybrid solutions between the two.

2.2.1. Application Partitioning. Solutions based on graph representations of
the applications may use data flow graph to represent data dependencies between operations [4, 5, 6],
while class dependency graphs can be used to describe the structure of an
application [7, 4].
The authors in[8] partition object-oriented programs by generating an Object Relation Graph (ORG) to estimate the runtime objects and their interactions, and then applying graph partitioning to this ORG. In [9] a two-layer
graph structure is used, in which a second graph, the Target Graph (TG)
accounts for the various target infrastructures and distribution objectives.
Graph-based APAs require efficient manual annotation techniques, it is up
to the programmer to balance the metrics and specify metrics function. In
addition, a greatresource overhead is generated in case of applications with a
large number of components. Finally the performance of graph-based solutions
depends on the application characteristics: the analysis is easily performed if
the applications is already modularized somehow. On the other hand, LP
based solutions always produce optimal results for a particular objective function [10, 11, 12]. LP APAs need dynamic scheduling techniques, extra profiling
and resource monitoring, thus they also cause high overheads.
Hybrid solutions extract the important features of graph-based APAs and
LP-based APAs in order to improve the performance and mitigate overheads
but, in most cases, at the expenses of generating only a sub-optimal partition [13, 14, 6, 15, 16].
In this work we plan to create a tool to help to define a set of candidates for
partitions according to different network conditions. Such partition database
could be used in the future to allow dynamic reallocation of the application,
based only on light dynamic profiling of the context it runs in.

2.2.2. Application Modeling and graph partitioning. The NP-hard graph partitioning problem is a fundamental issue in many other domains of computer
science, such as parallel processing [17] and load balancing [18]. In grid computing the graph partitioning problem has been used to define parallel tasks
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to be deployed on heterogeneous infrastructures. As stated by [16] many proposed algorithms, such as MiniMax, VHEM, QM, PaGrid, and MinEX, use a
multilevel paradigm, while others use simulated annealing [19].
In the literature, decomposition techniques based on graphs [20] involve
three macro steps: (1) Identify level of granularity for the partitions elements
or tasks; (2) Analyze the application with task dependency and interaction
graphs, (3) Map possible valid partitions.
Properties of tasks that affect the quality of mapping are: feasibility of task
generation, size of tasks and size of data handled by the task or passed between
two of them.
In fact, one needs to take in consideration the interaction between the partitioned task: they often share data and may have a precise sequential order [21, 22].
In scheduling the interaction graph is used to represent the application
dividing it into tasks. Nodes in the graph are the tasks while their weights
denote the amount of work to be performed by the task. Edges represent the
interactions between tasks. Generally edges are undirected, when directed they
are used to show the direction of the flow of data (if the flow is unidirectional).
Weights on edges contain the cost of communication. Shared data may imply
synchronization protocols (mutual exclusion, etc) to ensure consistency.
In distributed systems theory, the interaction graph is also referred as the
Control Flow Graph (CFG). A CFG is a representation, using graph notation,
of all paths that might be traversed through a program during its execution.
The graph provides the structure of the program as a whole, among others,
making explicit all of the paths that are induced by a conditional branch. A
function dependency graph, for example, is a sub-graph of this graphs, having
has partition granularity the function. Dependency between functions implies
interaction (calls or data passing) between them.
A Call Graph (CG) is a dependency graph that represents calling relationships between functions in a computer program. Each node denotes a
procedure and each edge(f, g) indicates that procedure f calls g. Thus, a
cycle in the graph indicatesrecursive calls.
Call graphs are results of a basic program analysis, that can be used for
model programs, or as a basis for further analyses. Call graphs can be dynamic
or static. A dynamic call graph is a record of an execution of the program,
for example as output by a profiler. Thus, a dynamic call graph can be exact,
but only describes one execution of the program.
In object-oriented languages the potential target method(s) of many calls
cannot be precisely determined solely by an examination of the source code
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[23]. Thus, to build the call graph, it is necessary to have inter-procedural
data and control-flow analysis of the program.
Granularity. Program partitioning has been used in application offloading
for resource-constrained devices. Previous works propose computation offloading at different levels of granularity: Module level [5], Method level [13], Object
level [8, 9], Thread level [14, 6], Component level [10, 16]. Various metrics can
help to decide a good level of granularity for the partition of a graph. For
instance, the critical path, being the longest directed path between any start
and finish nodes, indicates what is the shortest time needed to execute. The
time can be calculated from it’s length, computed by sum of the weights of the
traversed nodes. The average degree of concurrency, that is the total amount
of work divided by critical path length is also a common metric. Related to
the size of the partitions we consider important the size of the data associated
with tasks, because it helps to minimize volume of data-exchange and maximize data locality. Also the size of context is an indicator of how affordable
or expensive the communication between tasks can be.
2.2.3. Placement Models. Appropriate resource allocation is a very old issue
in different disciplines. In this section, we present two resource allocation
problems in computer networks: placement of Virtual Machines (VM) in cloud
computing and placement of Virtual Networks Function (VNF).
VM Placement. With the term VM placement we refer to the process of
selecting the most appropriate physical machines for VMs. According to [24],
objectives of VM placement are maximizing resource utilization, reliability and
availability. There are several approaches to VM placement in the literature
[25, 26, 27], some variants even consider dynamic placement and multi-clouds
placement. For instance, [25] uses traffic-aware VM placement to improve the
network scalability in data center, defining it as an hard optimization problem
solved by a two-tier approximation algorithm to overcome very large sizes.
Service Chain Placements in NFV. Service Function Chaining (SFC)
[28] aims to overcome the limitation of static deployment models applying
algorithms that can optimally map SFC to substrate network. This category
of algorithms is referred as “Virtual Network Functions Placement (VNFP)”
algorithms [29]. As explained in [30], in this category of placement problems,
we are given a physical network, VNF specifications, and a set of service
requests. The algorithm performs the three following steps:
(1) Calculate an optimal number of needed VNF types, all the VNFs
that should be instantiated compose a set.
(2) Place VNFs to physical nodes such that the demand of VNFs do not
exceed the capacity of physical nodes;
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(3) Assign service requests to VNFs such that the demand of service
requests do not exceed the capacity of VNFs.
However, the three steps are not independent, and their order depends from
the implementation of the algorithm and the problem statement. For example,
[31, 32] give an Integer Linear Programming(ILP) formulation; many others,
preferring fast heuristics to allow real time decisions [33], propose a dynamic
programming; [34] gives a Mixed ILP formulation and a heuristic algorithm
that solve the problem incrementally, which can solve the problem for incoming
flows without impacting existing flows. Among the meta-heuristic solutions,
[35] proposes a method based on genetic algorithms while [36] considers a
greedy algorithm and a tabu search-based algorithm.
Although in our example we will not work with VNF specific algorithms, we
claim that our methods may be applied to them as well. This is especially true
for network functions such as User Plane Function and special observability,
monitoring, tracing, logging and analytics VNFs.
3. A model for application partitioning and deployment
In the following sections we provide formal description of the models and
methods used to construct our simulation toolset, followed by a description of
the real application we used as first input for it.
3.1. Models. To map an application based on functions granularity we construct a function dependency graph. In scheduling and load balancing, this
method is used when the application can be described from the static definition
of the dependency graph and the function sizes are known.
Determining an optimal mapping of the function dependency graph becomes
solvable if there are good heuristics available to estimate the data flow and a
structured call graph. In our case we use a static analyzer tool to generate the
function call graph from the source code. Then we run the application and
collect for each function, using a non-intrusive dynamic profiler, the percentage of runtime spent in it. In addition, for each link between two functions,
we collect the number of times the callers calls the callee. We normalize those
results and store them in the call graph as node and edge weights. The normalized edge weights will define the dependency between the two connected
functions, thus to estimate how to separate the application to reduce such
interactions it will be enough to use a minimum edge-cut strategy. The node
weight is a useful information to estimate the complexity of the computations
handled by the function, this value can be used to balance the partitions or to
deploy different optimization strategies. For example if we want for the User
Equipment (UE) accessing the application to save energy, we could want to
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concentrate the computational load on the Edge or on the Cloud the UE can
connect to.
It is important to stress how we are deploying a context-insensitive construction of the application call graph. In fact, each node will represent exactly a
single contour: an analysis-time representation of a function.
3.2. Application Partitions. Having our weighted graph, we partition it
using Multilevel [37] version of the Kernighan - Lin [38] algorithm (MLKL).
We choose the multilevel strategy to be able to handle potentially large function call graphs. After running the algorithm, the application will be divided
into a number of Modules where the ceiling for the number of partitions can
be selected by the user, and the weight of each Module and the interaction
frequencies between them are derived from the original graph. The directed
graph resulting as an output of the partition steps represents the due interactions between the modules. This new level of abstraction means that we lose
information like when and for how long two specific functions in two modules will interact at running time. Such information also depends on the user
interaction with the application itself and can vary from instance to instance.
We decided to adopt a pessimistic approach in the module deployment
phase, taking as the weight of the assumption making that we want to instantaneously run all the modules.
3.2.1. MLKL and METIS. MLKL is a Multilevel Version of the KL algorithm.
It means that the algorithm is applied in three repeated phases: Coarsen,
Partition and Uncoarsen.
First, the algorithm coarsen down the graph by merging connected vertices
until a small graph is obtained. Then this graph is partitioned and uncoarsened
again, while optimizing the partition in each uncoarsening step using KL as
refinement function.
The KL algorithm is iterative. It starts with an initial partition and in
each iteration it finds two subsets which guarantee a smaller edge-cut. If
such subsets exist, then it moves them to the other part and this becomes
the partition for the next iteration. The algorithm continues by repeating
the entire process. In the implementation proposed by [39] the KL algorithm
computes for each vertex v a quantity called gain which is the decrease (or
increase) in the edge-cut if v is moved to the other part. The algorithm
terminates when the edge-cut does not decrease after x number of vertex
moves and those last moves are undone to get the maximum edge cut.
3.3. Network Model. Now we test our partition behavior in our network to
see what configuration gets the maximum out of the same network conditions.
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Thus we deploy all tasks in all nodes and see what are used the most to satisfy
network demand considering network capacities.
The network is a fixed set of computational resources and communication
links. The network is represented by a graph N = (V, E), where V is the set
of nodes and E is the set of edges.
We classify nodes in three categories: UE, Edge Cloud Servers and Central
Cloud Servers. Note that the classes are disjoint and our proposed method
works with other types of disjoint classification of nodes as well.
Nodes and edges have capacities. The capacity of an edge e ∈ E is denoted
by c(e), and the capacity of a node v ∈ V is denoted by c(v). All capacities
are positive integers. c(e) represents the available bandwidth between the
two network nodes; c(v) depends on the amount of available computational
resources and the cost of accessing them. We suppose several UEs
that request services from the application. Each of these services may be
different on the Service type and the Location of the involved nodes. Examples
of such services can be a video upstream or augmented downlink video. Each
Module is a part of the application that, combined, can solve a certain service
request.
3.4. Service Request. A service request for user j is specified by a tuple
sj = (Gj , dj , bj , Uj ), where the components are as follows:
Gj = (Mj , Yj ) is a directed (acyclic) graph called the place-and-route graph
(pr-graph). There is a single source and a single sink, that corresponds to the
node requesting the service. We denote the source and sink nodes in Gj by
nsj ∈ Mj and ntj ∈ Mj , respectively. The other vertices correspond to services
or processing stages of a request. The edges of the pr-graph are directed and
indicate precedence relations between pr-vertices.
The demand of a request sj is dj and its benefit is bj . Demand is computed
from the cost of running a complete module. The benefit is the benefit of
serving that precise request of service. It should be calculated from the SLA,
but it depends on the network owner as well. By scaling, we may assume that
minj {bj } = 1.
We map the User Equipment service request sj as the realization of a path
trough the directed partition graph representing the application. In this case
the demand of a Module can be calculated over the cost of each function
composing the Module that composes the specific service request. The routing
cost from one Module to the other become than the overhead or transmission
cost brought by the selected Module interaction scheme. For example, the size
of the data to be transferred from one Virtual Machine to the other to keep
the state consistent trough all their network instances [40]. The impact of the
service request on the network thus can vary only based on the location of
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the Modules. To specify the possible realization of a pr-graph in the physical
network we use a function Uj : Mj ∪ Yj → 2V ∪ 2E where Uj (m) is a set
of “allowed” nodes in N that can perform module m, and Uj (y) is a set
of “allowed” edges of N that can implement the precedences and routing
requirement that corresponds to y. We now define for each service request sj
the product network pn(N, sj ). The node set of pn(N, sj ), denoted by Vj , is
defined as Vj , ∪y∈Yj (Uj (y) × y). We refer to the subset Uj (y) × y as the
y-layer in the product graph. The edge set of pn(N, sj), denoted Ej , consists
of two types of edges Ej = Ej,1 ∪ Ej,2 defined as follows:
(1) Routing edges connect vertices in the same layer, they represent the
physical links in the network.
Ej,1 = {((u, y), (v, y)) | y ∈ Yj , (u, v) ∈ Uj (y)}
(2) Processing edges connect two copies of the same network vertex in
different layers, representing the move from one Module to the consecutive one in the service chain specified in Y .
Ej,2 = {((v, y), (v, y 0 )) | y 6= y 0 ∈ Yj edges with common endpoint m,
and v ∈ Uj (m)}
PCPF problem. The substrate network N = (V, E) and a set of service
requests {si }i∈I described as stated before, are the necessary input for the
solution we used for Path Computation and Function Placement Problem
(PCFP). The goal is to compute valid realizations P̃ = {p̃i }i∈I 0 for a subset
of the requests I 0 ⊆ I so that
P P̃ satisfies the capacity constraint of N and
maximize the total benefit i∈I 0 bi . For our work, we apply the fractional
relaxation of PCFP-problem described in [1]. This is a variation of Raghavan’s
randomized rounding algorithm for general packing problems [41].
3.4.1. Experiment Setup. We created a generic setup for Multi Access Edge
Computing partitioning and distribution. It is composed by four resource constrained devices connected with an edge server through redundant networks,
where different network setups can be tried. The application has initially all
the processing activities done in the server, which collects information from
the four connecting devices and performs the processing.
The connections used for the experiment explained in this article were carried with wireless 5 GHz and Ethernet connections, where the client devices
were equipped with 100 megabits network shields.
The client devices were equipped with cameras using Sony IMX219 sensors,
streaming real-time video to the server. The camera was configured to create
frames of 640x480 pixels, 25 frames per second and 4:3 aspect ratio. The
connection between the clients and the server was an UDP connection.
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3.4.2. Measurement Tools. The measurements used to configure the tool are
grouped in three independent areas namely: (1) Network performance; (2)
Computational performance, and (3) Software processing cost. Each of them
composed as described below:
• Network Performance: available resources, Jitter between nodes (Latency variation), Locality UE-Edge-Cloud;
• Computational Performance: Machine capabilities, Network connection speed, Processor capabilities, Memory availability;
• Software processing cost: Dependency between two functions (number of calls), Resource usage from App (Average memory Usage Mb
per function), Cost of the software execution (processor cycles that
are required to execute each function of the software).
The software measurements were taken using instrumented profiling tools,
Valgrind [42] and our self-produced tools.
3.5. Modeling the example application. During our experiment, we chose
to start at a function level granularity for our applications, to be able to
partition it into Modules. A typical AR application has the following chain
of services: capture, preprocessing, detection, recognition, tracking, rendering.
Each of this service calls a sequence of Modules. Note that these Modules may
be different for different applications. Another example can be a partitioning
of a Linear Unicast service which may have the following modules: Streaming,
Origination, Manipulation, Encapsulation, Encryption, Encoding, according
to [43].
In our first example (Figure 1) we show the result of running the partitioning
only on the call graph of the capture service (involving camera calibration),
where different colors refers to different modules and the number of requested
partitions was 5. As second example (Figure 2), we show the Function Call
graph generated only by the camera calibration part of the application 2 on
the edges the calls between functions and on the nodes the CPU clocks.
The result of the whole AR application partition is shown in Figure 3a. The
Start node represents the interface with the User Equipment, the M ain node
is the partition in which the known entry point of the program execution is
located.
The arrows are the interaction between M odules. For example, we know
that M ain can receive data and be called by M 1, but every call from the M ain
goes either to M 2 or to M 4. In the construction of service requests we kept
the following interaction constraints: if the service needed by UE is contained
in M 1 the shortest possible request path became {(Start, M ain)(M ain, M 2)
(M 2, M 1)(M 1, M ain)}.
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Figure 1. Partitioned Call Graph for an Image Capture Service

The Simulation Network will represent the possible interactions between
nodes. In our simulation, we decided to allow both direct UE to Edge and UE
to Cloud communications (Figure 3b). We consider an average transmission
overhead in the range of few ms (1 or 2) between UE and Edge nodes, of 25
ms betweens Edge and Local Clouds and of the sum of the two (26 or 27)
between UE and Cloud. The resulting pr-graph
is shown in Figure 3c. We normalize the capacities of the network nodes
based on available memory. We experimented on a SLA scenario where we
want to reduce the computation time at a minimum overhead.
For the same computation demand we define the benefit of a chosen deployment path based on the computation cost (we estimated the Edge to be four
times more expensive than the cloud) and the average transmission overhead.
Both weights were calculated as the coefficient of variation of the relative
measures registered on the Experiment Setup.
In all the generated simulations a deployment was proposed for which 12
contemporary simulated user requests where served, respecting the capacity
constraints of different networks, obtaining maximal benefit flows like the one
shown in Figure 3d. On average, the benefit was higher than running everything on the device: a complete run on the single device lasted on average
9444 ms, while the average run on our simulations saved from 667 ms up to
3904 ms with maximum average communication overhead per request being
1152 ms (Table 1).
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Figure 2. Camera calibration call graph
Edges
UEs
Local Cloud
Average overhead per request (ms)
Average benefit per request (ms)
Average final benefit (ms)

Run1
4
3
1
37
3941
3904

Run2
2
6
1
58
1348
1289

Run3
5
3
1
144
3743
3598

Run4
5
3
1
29
3348
3319

Run5
5
3
1
1152
1820
667

Run6
3
5
1
583
2841
2258

Run7
4
4
1
84
3340
3255

Run8
4
4
1
148
2395
2246

Table 1. Experiment result: benefits of partitioning and deployment of the same application on different networks topologies

4. Conclusions and Future Work
In this work we described the methods and the algorithms we used to develop a first prototype of our tool to partition and deploy an application in a
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(a) AR Application after partition

(b) Simulation Network

(d) Maximal benefit
(c) Complete AR appli- flows satisfying all user
cation pr-graph
requests

Figure 3. Models of a real application

5G distributed network. We believe this is the minimum analysis to be performed to, in the future, be able to implement a dynamic reallocation of the
applications based on variation of the context conditions. The problem was
divided in three steps. First selecting the application granularity and construct a graph model. Than reduce it into Modules by solving the NP-hard
graph partitioning problem it represents; finally implement and apply a fractional relaxation of the Path Computation and Function Placement Problem
as described by [1].
Simulation were run with various simultaneous request of service. For our
specific set up and our AR application, there is a possibility to implement a
distributed scenario with a reasonably low overhead.
The next step would be to implement the new application partition suggested by the framework and locate them in the physical network to verify
how close our simulations are to reality. We hope by running the new deployment to be able to perfect the parameters we used to describe the network
capacities and the benefits of the distributed execution. Interesting measures
to validate the outcome on different AR applications could be quality and
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efficiency related measures: for example Video Quality as Average Bit rate
expressed in Kbps.
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INSTRUMENTATION OF C++ PROGRAMS USING
AUTOMATIC SOURCE CODE TRANSFORMATIONS
ZSOLT PARRAGI AND ZOLTÁN PORKOLÁB
Abstract. The main tool for programmers is always the compiler, but
there are also many other tools to help the development process. Some of
these tools work on the source code of the program, analyzing, measuring
or transforming it. Implementing a source based tool is a complex task,
especially for complex languages such as C++. In recent years the C++
language received an easy-to-use library for developing such software, in
the form of clang tooling. However, this library only focuses on processing
a single translational unit of the program, independently to the other parts
of the build process. Tools which ignore this big picture could result in
failures when used on larger projects, or incorrect runtime behavior. In this
paper, we describe some of these challenges encountered in real-world C++
projects and propose possible solutions for future tools to fix or mitigate
the issues.

1. Introduction
There are tools which work on an already built binary, by intercepting
calls (such as strace[13]), running the code on a virtual machine (such as valgrind[14]), or by transforming the binary before (such as syzygy[6]) or during
(such as orbit profiler[12]) the execution of the program. There are tools which
work within the compiler, using transformations on the intermediate language
in it - for example, sanitizers[10] in the compilers are usually implemented
this way. There are also tools which work by analyzing, and possibly modifying the source code. For example, static analyzers[11] work by performing
more detailed checks on the source code, even providing automatic correction
options for some cases.
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All of these have their disadvantages.
When a tool works on an already existing binary, it lacks information. Debug symbols can be generated for any type of builds, but optimizations, such
as inlining limit the options available for tools even then. This can be countered by running the tool on binaries compiled with special flags and providing
an API that programs can use to share information.
When a tool is integrated into the compiler, it is only available with that
compiler – and as these tools are often under active development, possibly
even limited to recent compiler versions, limits their use especially for software
targeting several compilers, operating systems or platforms.
When a tool works on the source code, it is limited to the capabilities
of the language, and it is subject to the differences between the compilers
and the complexity of interpreting the source code. These disadvantages are
especially crucial in the case of C++: While the C++ standard[7] is detailed,
it leaves choices to the compiler, and there are several examples for the most
used compilers providing different results for simple looking C++ programs
- sometimes even diverging from the standard. Interpreting the language is
also challenging because of the preprocessor: as C/C++ programs tend to
use many different configuration options[1], there is not a single AST to be
analyzed and modified.
Most tools could be implemented using different techniques, and there are
examples for implementing the same tool in different ways: Code coverage
can be measured with in-compiler instrumentation (the -fcoverage option
of clang), with transforming the source code (Coco[Bullseye]), or with a
tool working on a special binary (gcov[5]). On the other hand, it is entirely
possible that a tool can not be implemented in all three ways: Uninitialized
memory reads can be detected by a binary tool (valgrind) or an in-compiler
instrumentation tool (memory sanitizer in clang), but implementing it with a
source transformation is not possible within the limits of the language.
In this article, we focus on the problems and possible solutions when implementing AST level source code instrumentation tools based on clang tooling.
Source-based tools were chosen because of their generality: tools working on
the binary or as part of the compiler are limited to the platforms where the
tool runtime or the compiler is supported. This is often a limiting factor even
on desktop systems - several tools, such as valgrind, or the clang sanitizers
only work on Linux-like systems. On other, especially embedded systems,
the problem is even more significant: these targets often have custom compilers, making compiler based techniques unusable, and possibly limited or no
support for running external runtime tools along the main program.
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Our focus is how these transformations can be integrated into and performed on large-scale projects. We discuss questions like how a source code
transformation tool can be included in the build process, or how the amount of
available configurations increases the complexity or possible problems[16][15].
It is also important to mention that source code transformations could easily
result in behavior changes of the program[4], and ensuring that these are not
happening is a similarly important aspect of tool development. In some cases,
this is impossible. In this situation, it is important to minimize and document
these - as in the case of the previous Coco example, which results in behavior
changes with specific operators. While we mention that this is an issue, further
analysis of the question is out of scope for of article.
2. Transformation overview
A C++ program is built by transforming every C++ source file separately
into an object file, then linking those object files, and dependencies together
into a library or executable. This process is also layered: the dependencies
used by the linking step are built similarly, but often provided only in the
final, binary form. Larger projects usually consist of multiple components,
each built this way, depending on each other. Based on this, we can split
dependencies into two categories: internal, which are built by the project, and
external, which are expected to be found in a compatible binary format.
The first issue with program instrumentation is handling the dependencies:
when the instrumentation changes the build process – as in the case of incompiler or source based instrumentations –, it is possible that changes have
to be made in the dependencies. An extreme example for this is the memory sanitizer[10]: it requires every dependency, including the C++ standard
library, to be built using the memory sanitizer.
This is, even more, an issue when using source transformation tools: in this
case, the task is not only the addition of some compiler flags into the build
process of the dependency, but the actual execution of another tool during its
build. It is also important to note that some dependencies are only provided
in a binary form, making transformations in them impossible.
While the tool itself can not make the task of building everything in the
necessary way more manageable, the problem can be mitigated by limiting
what parts of the software transform. In case of the memory sanitizer example,
there are no better choices because the way it is designed, but most software
should be implemented in a way that would allow at least limited usage without
rebuilding everything. To achieve this, tools either need a way to decide which
files they can safely change, or they should not rely on any change that would
change the ”interface” of a file.
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Clang tools generally use a compilation database for executing the tool: a
JSON file containing every compilation command with all of their parameters.
This file can be generated by commonly used C++ build systems, and then
the tool can look up the specific compilation parameters from it. This process
is executed as follows:
(1) Configure the project. For some tools, like CMake[8], this step also
generates the compilation database.
(2) Build the project. For some tools, like bear[9] with make, this is the
step that generates the compilation database. If it was generated by
the compilation step, and the project uses no generated source files,
this step could be skipped.
(3) Run the tool on some or all of the source files.
This process works perfectly with read-only tools, that do not change the
source code. It is also suitable for some transformation tools, by repeating the
second step once more after the transformation and compiling the modified
program. Unfortunately, this approach leads to issues in some special cases.
Focusing on a single component of the build process, C++ sources include
other files, handled by the preprocessor. A header file can be, and often will
be included by more than one source file. While this usually does not result
in any issues, it is possible that different source files include the headers in the
context of varying preprocessor definitions. It is also possible that a source
file includes a header multiple times with a different preprocessor definition
context, or simply a build can include a source file multiple time with different
compilation flags, providing a different name to the resulting object file.
These all could cause problems when changing the source code:
#ifdef SOMETIHNG_DEFINED
int foo(SOMETHING_DEFINED a);
#else
void foo();
#endif

With a simple transformation approach, it is possible that this file is transformed twice:
• first, when included with the definition set, only the first part is
transformed
• after that, when included with the definition not set, only the second
part is transformed
With the transformation process implemented the previously described way,
depending on the exact sources, this could cause compile or runtime errors:
As the process performs in-place transformations, the execution of the second
compilation would work on the source file already transformed by the first
execution of the tool. This is often the desired behavior: if the tools result
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is permanent – such as when using automatic refactoring tools –, in the ideal
outcome the transformation should include every sub-transformation required
by any used configuration, and further runs of the tools should not result in
additional changes. In this case, if the results conflict, the developer could be
expected to look at them and fix the remaining issues manually.
With automatic, temporary transformations, however, user interactions
during the build should be avoided, but keeping the same number of source files
as initially is not a requirement: different translation units could use different
versions of the sources, as long as these provide the same result a correctly
implemented single file would. As the changes presented by the preprocessor
definitions are limited to the current unit, this statement will hold. Based on
this, the previous process can be generalized as follows:
(1) Configure the project.
(2) For every compiler invocation in the source code:
(a) Invoke the transformation tool with the same parameters as the
compiler, providing an out of place transformation in a unique
temporary directory: every input file used by the compilation
process should be written to a different location
(b) Invoke the original compiler command, on the modified files
(c) (Optional) Remove the temporary files
This change in the execution of the tool solves most of the mentioned issues:
by doing an out-of-place transformation, always based on the original source
codes, different transformation processes will not be based on the previous
outputs – the tool will not accidentally transform the same source location
multiple times. And by invoking the tool just before the original compilation
program, we prevent accidental overrides: each compilation will be executed
immediately after the required source codes are transformed. Finally, by requiring a unique temporary directory, we guarantee that parallel builds will
not cause issues when the same file is used by multiple translational units
transformed at the same time.
While these transformations increase the IO bandwidth required by the
compilation commands, a memory file system could be used to avoid actual
disk writes.
This approach also gives the advantage that it can be implemented as a
wrapper around the compilation command. While the previous version required the generation of a compilation database and a separate run for the
tool based on that database, the modified version does not need any change
in the build script, except for a change in the compiler executable. This approach is used for example by the Coco coverage tool, which merely changes
the system PATH seen by the build process.
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The disadvantage is that this approach assumes that at least the transformation tool and the compiler can be run on the same platform. As our goal is
constructing tools with clang tooling, which supports most Unix-like systems
and windows, this is likely achievable.
We also have to note that with this simple modification, we did not solve
the issue when a file is included multiple times, but differently within a single
translational unit. Related issues are addressed later.

3. A note on compiler specific preprocessor definitions
The process we described is limited when the source code contains compilerspecific conditional blocks. While these are not common in high-level code, as
the transformation process works on the entire source code, it will encounter
these: they are commonly used in standard library implementations, and also
in several widely used C++ libraries, such as boost[2].
In our experience, most transformations do not require changes in these
parts of the code. If for some reason this is required, an AST transformation
based tool can not be used. While it is possible to modify the predefined
definitions for a clang tool, these conditions are not there without reasons
in the source code. While it is possible that the only reason behind them
is a compiler specific optimization or a compile-time optimization, the more
likely reason is that other compilers can not understand the code within the
condition.
An excellent example for this is the boost preprocessor library, which has
numerous preprocessor conditions because of the slight differences between
the preprocessors in different compilers. Trying to parse a different branch of
that library other than what is designed for that compiler will likely result in
errors during the early stages of compilation, and the inability of the compiler
to produce a valid AST.
If such a macro is in the code base of the project the tool has to modify,
and it is an uncommon case, the tool could get away be reporting a diagnostic,
and provide developers the ability to manually resolve it. For transformations
in third-party libraries and common occurrences, and when the tool has to
guarantee that it will not miss any instrumentation, this is not an option.
As an example, the Coco[3] code coverage tool falls into this category: missing covered code would not be acceptable in a code coverage tool. On the other
hand, coverage analysis also falls into the category where AST information is
not required. While the tool is based on source transformations, it does so
based on the token stream.
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As it does not have to be able to construct a complete AST from the tokens, only to find the blocks and conditions in the code, it could change the
transformation process to the following:
(1) Run the original compiler with an additional flag, which instructs it
only to preprocess the source code, and output the result
(2) Instrument this preprocessed source code
(3) Run the original compiler using the modified sources
This process defers the preprocessing of the sources to the original compiler,
to avoid any possibility of interpreting preprocessors definitions differently.
The result should be a C++ source code, possibly referencing builtins specific
to the used compilers. While these builtins will likely prevent another compiler
from completely parsing and validating the source code, any compiler should
be able to tokenize the result.
4. Mixing C and C++ code
Another issue is presented when C and C++ code is intermixed. While our
goal is the instrumentation of C++ programs, C++ projects sometimes also
contain C source files, which can not be built by a compiler in C++ mode.
If a C++ program also contains C source files, it adds additional questions
when developing a tool. The first is, should the tool also have C support?
Some tools instrument code fragments that are only valid in C++ – in which
case, they may safely ignore the question, as they will never have to modify
a source code fragment which fails be parsed by a C compiler. Tools however
often do not fall into this category.
Some tools could instrument C sources too, but the transformations done
by the tool require a C++ compiler – it is possible that instrumenting C
code in a similar manner is impossible, or will not be completely reliable. For
example, RAII is unavailable in C sources, but it is possible for exceptions to
pass through C code if it calls a C++ function.
Tools also have to be aware that header files may be shared between C and
C++ source files. For this, the header file has to be compatible with both
C and C++ compilation: Every C++ specific language has to be behind a
conditional preprocessor directive. While the standard way to do this is the
__cplusplus definition, some project uses their specific definitions provided
by the build system.
The file also has to contain at least one global variable, or one function with
extern C linkage when compiled with a C++ compiler, and these have to be in
conditional sections which do not contain any not conditionally defined C++
symbols. Otherwise, even if the file is used by both a C and a C++ compiler,
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the name mangling in C++ would ensure that the different language object
files use different symbol names, preventing any possible issues.
The process described in the previous section ensures that the tool can not
break the compilation of a header when it is used by a C or a C++ compiler: if
a header is included in multiple translation units, it will be translated multiple
times, differently. When used in a C compilation, the transformation process
may either ignore it or could provide a C compatible transformation.
However, it also provides no information the way different headers are used:
as it only wraps the compiler command and builds no external database about
the files, it has no way to check if a source file is used with both languages.
Compared to the previous example, where if a source code fragment was not
disabled by a preprocessor definition, it was always transformed in the same
way, in this case a program could end up with both a modified and an unmodified version of the source code, causing linking errors, or possible runtime
problems.
One issue is caused by the linker: if an inline function has definitions in
several object files, the linker will choose only one of them. In this scenario,
when the C compiler does not instrument a function, but a C++ compiler
does, the linker could choose any of the implementations.
// some_header.h
#ifdef __cplusplus__
extern "C" {
#endif
inline foo() {
CPP_ONLY_INSTRUMENTATIN_MACRO;
printf("bar\n");
}
#ifdef __cplusplus__
}
#endif

A possible workaround that during the compilation, the tool could convert
global inline functions it has to modify to static functions. The issue with
this approach is that with this change, the address of the function will be
different in every object file, possibly changing the behavior of the program,
if it depends on equality checks of the function addresses. This limitation
has no possible automatic fix: While a wrapper function could guarantee
that the same object address is used in every translational unit, it would also
reintroduce the original issue in a more limited form. A tool also has no
reliable way if the function pointer is used in a comparison. For this the best
a transformation tool could do is to provide a diagnostic if it encounters the
situation, and require the developer to solve it or silence the warning.
Another issue is presented by functions which only have declarations in the
source file, and only affects tools that change function signatures: In this case,
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it is possible that the tool correctly updates the signature, and changes the
implementation of the function, which is in a C++ source file but does not
update calls to the function in C code. Similarly, it is possible that the function
is implemented in C, in which case the implementation will be unchanged, but
the C++ callers will provide an additional parameter to it. As this is an
extern C function, none of the above would result in linker errors – but both
would result in runtime issues, where the exact results depend on the used
calling conventions. While this is a more limited issue compared to the inline
functions, it similarly has no automatic solution.

5. Dealing with conditional macro expansions
In the previous sections we discussed several issues presented by conditional
preprocessor directives, but only in the context, that preprocessor directives
will cause different parts of the source code to be compiled. Another issue
presented by the preprocessor is macro expansion: when the transformation
code has to modify a source code fragment which is at least partially is a result
of the expansion of one or more preprocessor macro.
#define FACTORY_FUNCTION(T)
\
T* create_or_return() {
\
static T* instance = new T(); \
return instance;
\
}
// ...
INLINE_MACRO FACTORY_FUNCTION(TYPE_NAME_MACRO(foo,bar));

In a permanent transformation, the goal would be the transformation of the
code behind the macro - so the code using it would remain the same, but the
macros would expand to a different source. In an automatic tool, however,
it could be easier to expand the macros to the actual source code generated
by them, and then transform that source code. This could prevent several
edge cases which could not be solved by the tool: for example, if the macro is
defined in a header file, the tool can not be sure that every single of its use
has to be instrumented.
Also, as every file is transformed uniquely by every translation unit, expansion will not cause issues even when a macro is defined differently for different
compiler invocations. However it does not solve the previously mentioned issue, where one header, without an include guard, is included multiple times
in a translational unit, but with differently expanding macros. In this case,
the macros are expanded multiple times differently in the same file and could
cause problems during the source code transformation.
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As this can not happen when the pragma once compiler extension is used –
that would prevent the second, different expansion –, we can provide a perfect
workaround by cloning the file: when a transformation problem as described
earlier is detected – a macro expansion is detected, but at a location where
a macro was already expanded previously, but differently –, the file should
be duplicated, and the include before, and after the conflicting should be
changed to refer to the second file. The downside of this approach is that it
assumes that the transformation tool has a detailed data structure about its
transformations, and can perform this detection.
Alternatively, a simpler approach can be implemented in two separate phases:
(1) The first hooks into the preprocessing phase of clang tooling
(a) It collects every source file used by the preprocessor into a list
(b) If it detects that a source file was already used, and it again
emits non-whitespace tokens, it also marks the location where
it happened
(2) If it detected a multiply used source file, it creates multiple clones
of that file and changes the invocing include directives. This can be
implemented using a virtual in-memory filesystem in clang tooling,
without writing anything to a file system handled by the operating
system. After that, it starts over with using this virtual file system.
(3) if it did not detect any source file used multiple times, it runs the
second phase, which is the real tool as previously described, after the
AST was parsed.
In this process, we can guarantee that the second rerun will not contain
any source files used multiple times and that the preprocessor tool should not
result in any noticeable change in the behavior of the program. The AST
tool also requires no modifications, as if a macro in the source is expanded
differently multiple times, it is hidden behind the preprocessor tool.
The disadvantage of this approach is that the tool will duplicate files even
when it did not have to, as it can not tell if the tool will modify them. However
this is a rarely used possibility in the language, and as such, will not result
in any noticeable performance hit for most projects. In the detection step, it
also assumes that the process only transforms actual C++ code, not macro
definitions - it will not duplicate files which have no header guard, but only
change preprocessor symbols.
After these modifications, the tool will be able to safely expand macros
that have possibly different results but depend only on information defined
by the project. However, macros depending on external information result in
different issues:
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• There are standard macros, which could be possibly changed by the
tool, such as __FILE__ or __LINE__.
• There are nonstandard macros, which in practice work the same way
for every compiler, such as __COUNTER__
• There are macros which are often different for compilers, such as
__clang__ or _MSC_VER.

A transformation tool has to deal two possible situations with these: macros
conditionally depending on these expressions – either directly, or indirectly,
by a used macro –, or macros using these macros in expansions.
Some answers are clear in the previous list – for example, unless the tool
can be sure that the real compiler will do the same steps as the clang tool, it
should not expand a macro. In this case, the good answer is most likely only
providing a diagnostic – based on that the developer or the tool developer may
investigate the issue further, and possibly improve it. As an example, if the
tool detects that the real compiler is GCC, and the condition is only based on
GNUC macro, without depending on a clang specific macro, the expansion can be
safely done. However, if the preprocessor did not take a previous condition only
because while it allowed GCC, but disallowed clang, it is no longer expandable.
This analysis requires a rather complex logic and understanding of different
compiler internals. These decisions also require logging how the preprocessor
evaluates conditions in the clang tool, making it realistic only for tools that
often encounter these special cases.
Other decisions are not easy to decide: expanding macros such as __COUNTER__
or __PRETTY_FUNCTION__ could be perfectly safe even if the real compiler
would interpret them somewhat differently. Another good example for this is
the __DATE__ macro, which is provided by every compiler, but it is evaluated
differently every time.
Instead of expanding them, however, another approach is a more limited,
and slower macro expansion: while the mentioned macros are often used in
various C/C++ projects, it is unlikely that a tool has to transform the actual
tokens generated by these macros. A more likely situation is that these macros
are used in another macro - which also generates the source code which has
to be transformed. In this case, instead of the full expansion of the source
code fragment the tool has to transform, it could try to use a more restrained
approach by only expanding macros one level at a time, and stopping as soon
as the source locations where the transformation hat to take place are actual
tokens.
This also means that if a transformation has to modify two locations – for
example, wrapping a function call in another –, only the macros that contain
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the location before and after the function call has to be expanded - macros
within the function parameter list can stay unexpanded.
While this limitation does not solve the original issue, as there can be still
situations the tool can not handle, it will greatly reduce their number. By
implementing a similar approach, a tool has to emit fewer diagnostics about
unexpandable locations.

6. Conclusion
In this article, we presented a methodology for developing C(++) source
transformation tools, which is simple for developers to implement but also
reduces the possible compilation or runtime issues caused by it. While we
were not able to provide an automatic solution for every possible corner case,
we provided workarounds to reduce the times the software has to provide
diagnostic and/or require active interaction from the developer using it.
The methods we described are primarily intended for automatic AST based
source code transformations, but most of the techniques we described could
be adapted for other tools: for example, while most of our used methods
are unsuitable for automatic refactoring, or permanent transformations, the
described ideas could be used to implement the error detection and recovery
capabilities of these tools in large projects.
We also have to note that while our results improve the usability and precision of these source transformation tools, it could be improved – both with the
open questions in the mixed language projects and macro expansions. There
are interesting improvement possibilities, such as logging the possible transformation conflicts during the build process, using an external code-database
for finding how functions or headers are used or reconstructing actual macro
expansions based on the differences between the preprocessor output of the
actual compiler and clang.
We also only described the methods of these techniques without providing
an actual library implementing these features: most of the methods described
are generic and could be implemented in a generic reusable way for any tool,
but current implementations only exist as a part of actual code instrumentation tools. The development of a ready to be used simple toolset would
certainly reduce the cost of writing code transformation tools.
We only focused on the build process and the preprocessor, without mentioning the additional issues caused by accidental semantic changes in the
program. With the capabilities of clang tooling, it would be possible to develop a framework which could validate that a given source change would not
result in any unintended side effect - that is, apart from adding the additional
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instrumentation, logging, or validation, it will not cause changes in the original
program flow.
While code transformation and analysis is part of the development process
for a long time, the increasing number of available tools for developing such
software makes it an interesting research area and makes the development of
usable and reliable tools easier.
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INCREMENTAL DECOMPILATION OF LOOP-FREE
BINARY CODE: ERLANG
GREGORY MORSE, DÁNIEL LUKÁCS, AND MELINDA TÓTH
Abstract. Decompiling byte code to a human readable format is an important research field. A proper decompiler can be used to recover lost
source code, helps in different reverse engineering tasks and also enhances
static analyzer tools by refining the calculated static semantic information.
In an era with a lot of advancement in areas such as incremental algorithms
and boolean satisfiability (SAT) solvers, the question of how to properly
structure a decompilation tool to function in a completely incremental
manner has remained an interesting problem.
This paper presents a concise algorithm and structuring design pattern for byte code which has a loop-free representation, as is seen in the
Erlang language. The algorithms presented in this paper were implemented
and verified during the decompilation of the Erlang/OTP library.

1. Introduction
Decompilation of compiled code is the process of transforming a compiled
module typically in a machine readable byte code format, back into a human
readable source code format. A decompiler, is a tool which automates this
process. The practical nature and visible result of a decompiler is an important
tool which is useful for source code recovery, reverse engineering of hostile code,
or for compiler validation. Decompilers have almost exclusively relied upon
an approach which treats the binary as a flat and static block of instruction
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data, and proceeds with various stages also called passes over the byte-code
and iteratively through various graph structures until it achieves source code.
This approach is well understood, yet it is not a general method, and it does
not always produce usable or valid results.
The theoretical limit of decompilation lies at the general computability problem of decidability, famously highlighted by the halting problem. It is proven
that there exist cases where it is undecidable whether or not a program continues executing or stops, and this can be generalized to any decision pathway.
The first case needing this level of generality is unreachable code. The other
is that of self-modifying code, where the binary code is able to modify itself.
The motivation for a study in incremental decompilation theory becomes
clear: not only for generality of the decompilation process, but the approach
invariably could be used to make better, more flexible compilers. Compilers and decompilers involve the same theory as both do binary transformation of code structures, albeit the programming languages utilize context-free
grammars and encourage block structures which is typically far less expressive than byte code which tends to allow any control flow graph (CFG). A
CFG can contain sequences, selections and loops. The language of Erlang [1]
has been chosen as it is an excellent case study for incremental decompilation
for several reasons: no back edges inducing loops in the graph, impossibility of self-modifying code, and an easy to process byte-code which will be
pre-structured as instructions by its own libraries.
As a main contribution, a framework for incremental decompilation is presented in this paper based on using a symbolically semantic equivalent representation and meticulous graph structuring. This includes algorithms contributed for scanning methods, processing at merge and exit nodes and variable
emission.
Various concepts and tools maintain the incremental cascading of effects.
An analysis of semantic equivalence of byte code in a meta-data enhanced
abstract syntax tree (AST) representation for any language allows for a crosslanguage approach. The importance of variable emission scenarios, classifying
side effects and nearly inexpressible byte code operations is demonstrated.
The incremental maintenance of dominator trees, reachability, and common
ancestors are discussed as with minimal processing at merge nodes.
Data interfaces encapsulate the graph structure containing basic blocks, and
another is used for the enhanced AST. Algorithms are considered for overall
decompilation, handling edges not expressible in the target language, merge
nodes with their optimized processing and minimal variable emission. Two
scanning algorithms for overall decompilation are studied. The nuances highlight the technical challenge of achieving a consistent incremental algorithm.
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Since code copying is a technique which has exponential growth consequences in complexity, simplifications for boolean short circuits are considered. The clean up of the AST is itself a crucial element of the decompiler for
a readable and usable decompiled output.
2. Background
“Erlang is a programming language originally developed at the Ericsson
Computer Science Laboratory. OTP (Open Telecom Platform) is a collection
of middleware and libraries in Erlang.” [2].
An abstract syntax tree (AST) is a tree containing information directly
corresponding to the grammar of the language. It can be pretty printed to
Erlang source code, or compiled to BEAM, or even emulated by the Erlang eval
library. In fact the Erlang shell uses this eval emulator to execute commands
through evaluating the AST directly without BEAM conversion, albeit with a
performance penalty and possibility to execute code which fails the compilers
more strict validation on things such as variable bindings in block structures.
A decompiler based on a graph rewriting technique was written which shows
that multiple valid approaches to Erlang decompilation are certainly possible
[3]. Both follow further a seminal work for decompiler graph structuring [4].
2.1. BEAM code. The BEAM code, provides a set of opcodes, which operates on a state containing the current instruction location, 1024 registers
{x, 0} through {x, 1023} and a stack starting at ∅ which when initialized has
a head always at {y, 0} and can be of any size limited by the memory of the
system or any emulator configured limit, and 16 special floating point registers
{fr , 0} through {fr , 15}. The current line number is specified in an instruction and is part of the state, although it is only accessible through stack traces
which should only be accessed when errors occur per documentation recommendation. The BEAM code is contained in a file with the .beam extension
and directly representable by a large tuple containing the whole module, some
attribute information, its functions and their BEAM opcodes.
The state of the system is accessible thanks to external code libraries, so
potentially unknowable values could find their way into these registers when
interacting with the greater system state.
A few special opcodes are used in the emulator itself where it modifies the
original BEAM code but these do not concern the decompiler directly.
The correctness of BEAM code has several levels: syntactic valid when compiling it, correctness done by the compiler’s validator to prevent situations that
would crash the emulator, and finally that which runs on the emulator without
crashing. For the sake of generality, it is best to consider the latter correctness as the decompiler could encounter code which is custom crafted with a
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modified Erlang source code which disables the validator. The gold standard
of correctness is very hard to achieve, namely compilability to identical binary
code. Though typically its need is rare, any timing, line number or other
minute side effects require it.
2.2. Incremental Graph Maintenance. There is inefficiency of constantly
recomputing the dominator information which is utilized constantly as soon
as any decidable merging happens in the control flow. It is assumed the reader
understands the shorthand graph notations for edges and dominators.
Maintaining a graph structure upon edge additions is termed as an incremental algorithm, while further including edge deletions which typically is
more complex, is termed as a fully online algorithm.
Algorithms for maintaining a dominator tree incrementally on edge addition,
as well as a fully on-line algorithm which also adds edge deletion are known.
For this purpose, although G. Ramalingam of IBM Research Laboratories
provided the next major break-through [5], the preferred algorithm is the
Sreedhar, Ghao, Lee algorithm which uses a data structure called a DJ-graph
which is a dominator tree with join edge information about the connectivity
of the graph due to the fact that dominator information alone is not enough
to easily determine the scope of how much of the tree is effected by addition
or deletion. Join edges are all edges which are not between ancestors and
descendants in the dominator tree. By introducing the concept of an iterated
dominance frontier (IDF) [6], a relatively simple and elegant algorithm emerges
to incrementally maintain the DJ graph [7].
Reachability of a given graph node to the return node is also important information to decide how to process when an exception disconnects the control
flow for a node or a subset of nodes to the return node. Determining this
information cumulatively can be performed with a simple depth or breadth
first walk from the return node up the tree to the root where the visited nodes
are the set. Incrementally maintaining this information is trivial for edge addition, as adding edges does not reduce reachability and nodes always start as
reaching the return node to later not reaching it. For generality, only when
a predecessor not reaching is added to a successor which is reaching, then
the whole reverse subgraph of the predecessor is added to the set. For edge
deletion, the successor if reachable which implies the predecessor is reachable
can check if any of its remaining successors is still in the reaching set, otherwise remove itself and continue the process recursively up the graph. The two
processes are mirrored as can be seen formally (where REVREACH(X) is the
subgraph reachable from
the reverse graph rooted at X):
(
AddEdgeReachSet(U, V, Rs ) :

U ∈
/ Rs , V ∈ Rs

Rs ∪ REVREACH(U )

otherwise

Rs
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NREVREACH(U, Rs ) = [U ] ∪ ∀Y (∈ PREDS(U ), NREVREACH(Y ), @X ∈ SUCCS(Y ), X ∈ Rs
V ∈ Rs , @X ∈ SUCCS(U ), X ∈ Rs Rs \ NREVREACH(U )
.
RemoveEdgeReachSet(U, V, Rs ) :
otherwise
Rs

It should be noted that actual implementations would likely use breadth
first search (BFS) methodology for efficient computation. In fact, this reachability question is more formally known as a transitive closure, and maintaining
transitive closure for a directed or undirected graph is a problem which has
been studied. Solutions exist such as based on maintaining the order of a
linked list, as this problem efficiency-wise is a data structure problem [8].
The depth first search (DFS) tree is a tool used mostly for efficient computation of dominators in this context. Its incremental computation is still an
open problem for directed graphs due to the fact that one edge addition or
deletion can cause very far reaching changes, along with the fact that multiple
valid traversals are possible. In the acylic case however, there are algorithms
known [9].
3. Main Contribution: Semantic Equivalence
Various data-flow oriented semantic equivalence of various BEAM opcodes
and their corresponding Erlang code equivalent are analyzed. This is limited by control flow structures which are not single instructions but various
sequences tied together in certain ways and requires graph analysis. Of importance to the data flow analysis is the concept of purity. Purity of a function is
an attribute that the code it contains does not change the state of the system
in anyway except that which is returned to the caller.
Three valid approaches to consistent side effect handling are apparent based
on the purity analysis and detection. The first is to always emit variables for
every state change, but this makes the code unreadable requiring later clean
up based on single usage or dead variables, and is expensive as tracing original
values for decidability in these variables requires traversing dominators. The
second approach is to emit variables for any state change except pure built-in
functions (BIFs). This is straightforward and readily implementable. It is the
approach which is taken for simplicity. The last approach and more elegant
is to emit variables for any state change except functions detected as pure
by tools such as PURITY [10]. To not stick to one of these conservative approaches would ultimately to be emitting code which is in fact not reflective of
the original code. The discussion does not end with side effects as any values
represented as the result of AST emission also must be treated as having a
side-effect or the state itself would need to contain AST entries. To avoid this,
some situations require variable emissions for the entire block structure of the
lambda function creator. The captured variables of the fun expressions also
must have variables emitted, not because of side effects, but because injecting
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side-effect free representational expressions into the captured variables is certainly different from the original code, where a type of fence exists between
the captures and the lambda function since only variables can be captured,
and compiler be optimization beyond this is not done. Tables of all instructions with side effects and variable emission fences should be generated and
codified.
The whole block of the function has a return value as well which is represented by a single value which must be denoted as a state item. In Erlang, it is
always {x, 0}. In practice, this could be a group of values but ultimately most
languages allow its expression as a singular value so some type of language
grouping element would need to be used to bundle them regardless, such as
tuples or lists. The generality could thus be extended.
3.1. Byte code and Metadata Enhanced Abstract Syntax Tree. The
classical view of byte code running on a system is that of a Fetch, Decode and
Execute loop, as per the way the central processing unit (CPU) itself works.
The Fetch and Decode step can be considered as one combined unit when not
considering timing issues. For a decompiler, this view is changed to a Decide
how to Fetch and Decode, and Symbolically Execute loop. The state itself is
symbolic of the actual state and does not contain literal values. However the
fetch and decode operation when generalized must decide as specifically as it
can, the set of bits resultant from the current symbolic state.
To maintain the data flow aspects of decompilation in the AST while it
structures itself based on control flow, entries are utilized with a special metadata key. These contain the values of the x, y and fr registers representing the
current state. These are guaranteed at the beginning of every block, and where
there are sequences in a block emitted due to side effects including function
calls or variable assignment, an updated meta-data entry appears after it.
A table and then code for the state should be compiled for the target language which for Erlang includes the line number and registers as discussed.
3.2. Scanning and Overall Algorithm. The sequential scan for a decompiler is not only straightforward to implement, and seems to be a natural
choice for scan order, it leads to a number of consequences when dealing with
incremental algorithms and decidability aspects. In fact for decidability, it is
not sufficient, and cannot be considered as an appropriate algorithm at all,
since the decidability algorithm could effectively decide that it needs to know
more about another pathway before it can make a decision. This is thereby a
dependency and so a different scan ordering addressing these dependencies in
decidability must be looked at. However the incremental theory of both approaches will be developed hereby, as some very interesting details are gleaned
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from the differences and answering decidability questions is not always a requirement.
The merge nodes are the motivating factor for decisions, and processing of
these nodes which is discussed shortly, can be done best when all recursive
predecessors which reach the merge point are already scanned, as at this point
its post-dominating status is stable. Otherwise if it does not post-dominate,
it may later, or if it does post-dominate, it may post-dominate more nodes
later, in both cases based on exit scenarios. So the best place to scan at any
moment, is any non-merge node, or the un-scanned merge node which is not
reached by any other un-scanned merge node and it is processable meaning a
colliding edge is confirmed not to reach it. Instead of doing a series of negative
reachability checks, a BFS ordering of the graph can provide the topmost node
which would reach all the others, so the first un-scanned and processable merge
node in the BFS is the best candidate to scan. This greatly simplifies the exit
scenarios and even better reduces exponential code copying which occurs as a
result of delayed decisions.
The decompiler should maintain the status of each node in a simple structure
called the ProcessingState which can have values of: Unprocessed, Processable, Processed, Colliding, which progresses as it is added and then becomes
processable then processed, and thereafter possibly marked as a colliding for
optimal processing of the node its edge collides, and then it is moved back to
Processed. The BFS ordering scan deals with using the processing state to
chose the next processable node and is guaranteed to mark all as processing if
on jumps it looks ahead to the next node and marks it. The overall algorithm
of the incremental decompiler decidably fetches and decodes, and symbolically
executes in a loop while structuring based on conditionals, merge points, side
effects, or semantic equivalents (see it with example in Appendices B and C).
3.3. Return, Exit Nodes and Conditionals. Due to the difficulty of maintaining the post-dominator tree as it could have multiple roots, an exit node
is introduced which any node added to the graph maintains connectivity to
at all times including the entry node. And also due to the nature of functional languages returning a value upon exit, another placeholder node called
a return node representing the emission of a return value is also added. The
return node will be permanently connected to the exit node, and all nodes
who are being processed or not yet processed will maintaining a successor of
the return node. Any exceptions or errors, will cause a node to redirect from
the return node to the exit node.
However, the exit node functions differently as it is completely symbolic and
no merge occurs. Therefore it does not make sense for it to post-dominate any
nodes in the graph, beyond those in the subset of nodes which do not reach
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the return node. Therefore the reverse graph needs to be maintained slightly
differently than the graph, and a technique for doing this, is that any node
which is a predecessor of the exit node has its successor drawn as the successors
to its set of predecessors which are part of the return node reaching set Rs .
These nodes are chosen by the nearest predecessors reaching the return node
or formally as PredSetReach(U, Rs ).
The obvious caveat, is that in certain cases, the return node may not be
needed, if all code paths go to the exit node. In this case, the return node
could either be deleted or more conveniently made to be the sole successor of
the exit node. Figure 1 indicates the presumed structuring first, and then one
of them becomes the final structure.
Entry

Entry

Entry

Basic Blocks

Basic Blocks

Basic Blocks

Return

Exit

Exit

Return

Return

Exit

Figure 1. Three control flows: the latter two only for final
CFG with no exceptions/exits or no normal returns
For the dominator tree, the prior strategy introduces a problem. The exit
node should not dominate any node except the return node, as this is a special
allowed control flow transfer which can exit the function regardless of where
it is in the AST. To deal with this, when computing the dominator tree, all
nodes succeeded by the exit node, have all of their predecessors’ successors,
replaced with the exit node successor. In effect, this makes the node have no
effect on the dominator tree, as if it were deleted.
The exception/exit incidence including the relevant opcodes, their context,
semantic equivalence and whether they are singular pathways which effect Rs
should be compiled in a table and then coded.
No effect on post-dominator of nearest return reaching node, as the decision
node itself is the nearest return reaching node, since by definition its continuation path is unexplored and thus still reaching the return node, and previously
the node itself was unexplored thus reaching the return node.
An important routine of the decompiler is conditional structuring which
revolves around laying out the edges in the graph for conditionals and exits
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which comprise the control flow instructions as well as any block structure
instructions which require further analysis due to the fact that they are not
single instructions but sequences thereof, and adding various AST emissions
as well as meta-data embedded within.
Another table should be compiled of all the control flow instructions which
structure each opcode as series of AST modifications and graph changes, while
keeping track of the next node for sequential scanning over binary conditionals. Figure 3 demonstrates the equivalent non-block re-structuring of multiselection conditionals to binary conditionals. Since variable assignment is
allowed consistently within conditionals, using binary conditionals, and variable assignment, avoids what is termed a block structure, a language structure
requiring a single return value and consistent entry and exit from the structure. The return values can simply be unused as hence ignored by avoiding
block structuring. Block structuring has a solution albeit complex and not
discussed. The cost is that exponential code duplication can occur.
TestValue
Value1 Value2a Value2b ...
Branch1

Branch2

...

ValueN
BranchN

Default

Figure 2. BEAM style select branching structure
Value1

Branch1
Value2a

TestValue
TestValue

Branch2

Value2b

...

...

TestValue

ValueN

BranchN

TestValue
Default

Figure 3. Select semantic equivalent for nested, non-block
style structuring
3.4. Merge Nodes, Cross Edges and AST Mapping. Anytime two or
more edges are incumbent on a node, a merge occurs where the data flows
through different paths in the graph must be coalesced. The single static
assignment (SSA) form has been used to represent this using a φ-function to
represent state values at these collision places.
An optimization can occur at this stage when the merge node is reached
by an implicit edge referred to hereby as a colliding edge and this edge is
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also classified as a cross edge. This is an optimization over merely using the
equivalent jump control flow semantic equivalent.
The incremental theory develops by first realizing that the importance of
the merge nodes is underscored by the fact that they post-dominate other
nodes. Variable assignments at appropriate places can be done in a consistent
way such that these merge nodes are not important unless they are also postdominators. Two events can occur which cause a merge node to become a
post-dominator: 1) Most common is that a label is reached where a prior basic
block is implicitly added as a colliding edge, or alternatively it could be solely
a merge from prior basic block jump targets. 2) An exception or exit occurs.
This potentially causes a chain of potential post-dominator merge nodes which
must be checked. However these do not merge in the same sense as having a
colliding edge. Reprocessing of already processed post-dominators is possible,
since an already processed post-dominator can become a post-dominator of an
additional node when its exit is realized. In this case, no variable assignments
can occur but cross edge processing must proceed. A node which is processed
and all that it reaches is immediately post-dominated by a node which is also
processed are not further processable and do not risk an exit occurring on
them, a stable and decided set of the nodes.
Timing
On Reach
On Reach
Exit
Exit
Exit

Node State
Not post-dominating any node
Post dominated ≥ 1 nodes
Unprocessed
Processed and not post-dominating any node
Processed and post-dominating ≥ 1 nodes
∃N ∈ REVREACH(Node),
get processed(PIDOM(N)) 6= Processed

Action
Do nothing
Process fully
Do nothing
Process fully
Process w/o
variable
assignment

Table 1. Post Dominating Node Incidence Classifier for Sequential Scanning
Table 1 and a HandleExit function is thereby a consequence of a sequential
scan through the code. This is a convenience and shortcut taking approach
for Erlang BEAM code since it can be safely assumed if emitted from the
compiler to be all reachable and since it is not able to self-reference and hence
self-modify itself, a sequential scan only need know that a given label is reachable from the EntryLabel. An alternative and improved incremental approach
could keep a queue of un-scanned locations, and not scan them until they can
be processed and hence post-dominate some nodes, while at the same time all
nodes reaching it area also processed. In this case, the whole table is unnecessary as there is only a single case that processes fully when post-dominating
according to these conditions. This is a more general and more ideal way of
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decompiling, but in some contexts, Table 1 can also be a relatively easy to
implement and workable methodology.
These are filtered so only the already visited ones are considered. Finally
the merge node processing occurs for all of them, as it would normally. Block
structures which have only exit paths should also be identified and processed
at this point for maximizing incremental effect unless all of their processing
would be done at once at the end. This discussion cannot continue without
introducing the effect of cross edges as they are the most important aspect
towards the resolution before variable assignment occurs.
The DFS-based cross edges and inexpressible forward edges – from the perspective of the AST which reflects valid edges – must be processed to determine
where copying of code can resolve these situations. In general, the AST entries
are allowed edges in a language when moving: forward to any ancestor, up to a
any descendant, to an immediate sibling, or to an exit/exception. Other edges
are considered to be a cross edge, and is represented hereby as EdgeClassifier.
A DFS is needed which given that the AST is an ordered tree, is unique
and a sorting of the paths of the nodes. Edges which are cross edges will be
represented by variable CrossEdges ← E \ EdgeClassifier(E).
The cross edges must be classified based on their significance for processing
based on the current node. Therefore the CrossEdges are further mapped by
a function to the nearest post-dominator or nearest common ancestor (NCA)
which is the longest common suffix (LCS) between dominator paths, except
that the node in consideration has included itself in its dominator sequence:
NCA(PathX, PathY) = hd(LCS(PathX,
PathY))
(
DOM(P )
P = Node
NearPDom(P, S, Node) = NCA(
, DOM(S))
SDOM(P ) otherwise
NearCrossPDom(Node) ← ∀(P, S) ∈ CrossEdges, NearPDom(P, S, Node)

The cross edges are then filtered so that CopyEdges ← ∀(P, S) ∈ CrossEdges,
Node = NearPDom(P, S, Node). These are further sorted based on the DFS,
where the greater successors or in case of equality, greater predecessors are
processed first, hence a bottom up strategy, for convenience and consistency
which allows certain data structure optimizations. These values are incrementally computable and as for the NCA, it could be recalculated based on the
set of changed nodes in incremental dominator recomputation.
The merge structuring algorithm is divided into three stages where when
a colliding edge is a cross edge, a special merge node is added as a place
holder for code copying and variable assignments, followed by cross edge code
duplication, and then variable assignment. The graph copying going on here
removes cross edges, but otherwise has no effect on the post-dominator tree
of the original nodes, so intermediate re-computation is not necessary.
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Shortcuts are possible here where recognizing the nested, geometrically opposite diamond like shape of andalso as well as orelse is the most prevalent
and most useful one as this causes an exponential blow up in the graph and
therefore also the AST which makes processing slower even if it can be cleaned
up at the end. Otherwise the only illegal edges generally seen are the result
of compiler optimizations which reduced copied code, and hence copying the
code again becomes necessary. The basic structures are easy patterns to find
and can be recursively applied ideally in a bottom to top order.
A bijective mapping between the state nodes in the generated AST and the
control flow graph is needed which also must be incrementally maintained.
A simple method is to use an indexed path down the tree. The DFS of the
tree then is nothing more than a sort operation over of these labels based on
their indexed paths. This is incrementally maintained via a two-way indexing
scheme for binary search and insertion in sorted order.
The data structure to encapsulate the AST would include not only the
actual AST, but the mapping and a sorted two-way indexing for efficiency in
lookups and ranking when doing operations on the graph where a DFS ordering
based on the AST is necessary. The path of the nodes in the tree would be
encapsulated and efficiently implemented in some format. The enhanced AST
structure should provide operations for inserting nodes, child nodes, getting
or setting the meta-data, getting the DFS of the ordered tree, and copying
from a node into another node part of the AST with respect to the NCA.
As for the graph, adding edges, removing edges, getting a BFS, the reverse
graph DFS ordering, and the same copy graph operation as for the AST is
needed. Symbols for the entry, return, exit nodes and the next node and
current node should be a part of this. The graph should be able to answer
the various mathematically represented queries for edges, (post-)dominators,
reachability, CrossEdges, NearCrossPDom(Node) (see Appendix A).

3.5. Variable Assignment. Variable assignment takes all the merge nodes
that are post-dominators, after cross edges have been processed, and assigned
variables to the minimal consistent set of nodes necessary based on the dominator tree. The merge node itself has its dominator used as a reference point,
as variables would not need to be assigned beyond the dominator. But all of
its predecessors, and their recursive dominators up to this top dominator need
to be considered. If changes or the lack of changes are consistent between all
children of a dominator, then the dominator itself can be chosen instead of the
child nodes, which is a key reduction in avoiding excessive variable emission.
The naive strategy would be to assign variables to all predecessors if there is
a change in any one of them.
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A very useful optimization is that it is possible to only perform variable
assignment on merge nodes that are post-dominators, after cross edges have
been processed, but then the algorithm needs to be adjusted to go through
the predecessors of these nodes that do not post-dominate.
First the set of changed nodes is determined by recursively going through
the dominator tree, and then one more traversal determines the nodes that did
not change minimally with respect to the ones that did, so a variable emission
always occurs to ensure that a variable is present at the merge node in all
pathways. The state information should be maintained therefore by having
symbolic current state information for every node as it would be expensive
and undesirable to recompute something so easily maintained incrementally.
Algorithm 1 finds the minimal set of changed nodes with regards to the
predecessors and their dominators, while Algorithm 2 does this for the nodes
which did not change with respect to the nodes which did change in a similar
way with this additional exclusion and not needing to query for state changes.
Finally Algorithm 3 gives routines used in the merge algorithm for emitting
a single value on return, or going through all state item values otherwise. A
summary example is provided in Figure 4.
Algorithm 1 Find Minimal Set of Changed Nodes
Require: Candidates is a queue (not a set)
1: procedure FindChangedNodes(Candidates, Top, StateItem)
2:
Changed ← ∅
3:
while Candidates 6= ∅ do
4:
(C, Candidates) ← (head of Candidates, pop Candidates)
5:
if C = Top then
6:
else if StateChange(IDOM(C), C, StateItem) then
7:
Changed ← {C}∪ Changed
8:
Candidates ← Candidates \IDOM(C)
9:
else
10:
Candidates ← add IDOM(C) to end of Candidates
11:
end if
12:
end while
13:
return Changed
14: end procedure

. No Processing

• EmitVariable(X, Y, S) is a routine which returns a pair (Assignment, Variable) by assigning a variable for the state item S of node set X based on its
current state, and then emitting the symbolic representation of the assignment of that variable in the state storage for node Y, the post-dominator,
along with symbolic representation of the variable without the assignment.
• StateChange(X, Y, S) is a routine which determines if the stored state has
a symbolic difference between nodes X and Y for state item S.
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Algorithm 2 Find Minimal Set of Unchanged Nodes Relative to a Set of
Changed Nodes
1: procedure FindNotChangedNodes(Changed, Candidates, Top, DominatorNodes)
2:
NotChanged ← ∅
3:
while Candidates 6= ∅ do
4:
NotChanged ← NotChanged ∪∀C ∈ Candidates, C = Top ∨ IDOM(C) ∈ DominatorNodes ∧ IDOM(C) ∈
/ Changed

5:
Candidates ← {IDOM (C)|C ∈ Candidates, C 6= Top, IDOM(C) ∈
/ DominatorNodes}
6:
end while
7:
return NotChanged
8: end procedure

Algorithm 3 Variable Assignment Routines
1: procedure AssignVariable(X, StateItem)
2:
Nodes ← FindChangedNodes(PREDS(X), IDOM(X) StateItem)
3: S EmitVariable(∀N ∈ Nodes ∪ FindNotChangedNodes(Nodes, PREDS(X) \ Nodes, IDOM(X),
{DOM (C)|C ∈ Nodes}), X, StateItem)

4: end procedure
5: procedure AssignVariables(X)
6:
∀ StateItem ∈ State, AssignVariable(X, StateItem)
7: end procedure

Entry
...
Top: X=1

X=1

X=1

X=2

X=2

X=2 X=2 X=1 X=1

X=1

Merge Node: X=1
Figure 4. Example of the variable assignment algorithm
3.6. Graph Correction, Clean up and Correctness. The graph corrections required for a correct AST, which involve removing the meta-data annotations, and the list to tuple transformations of catch blocks and some function
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calls for receive which kept a list then tuple nesting structure must be fixed
first and manually so a valid AST results. Next comes the various graph
corrections required for compilable code, which are the empty values in case
structure pathways where a single path went through due to an error in the
other path. Any amount of sibling code which comes after can be considered
to go into this area. This could be improved but more useful is a totally separate sequence for optimization. Based on this, what emerges is a dependency
order for a minimal ambiguity in the cleanup actions.
Line numbers would be very difficult to match, and a novel approach would
be needed for true generality.
A proof of correctness of the algorithm has a basis in that variable assignments are processed on merge nodes using a classical dominator-based
approach only a single time when its decided the dominator tree for a merge
node cannot further change. For the cross edges, they are handled only when
they post-dominate some nodes or have an increase therein. The two processing orders will guarantee all predecessor edges recursively are known, so no
cross edges will remain when the remaining set to process is empty.
4. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we presented a methodology to demonstrate that not only
is incremental decompilation possible and feasible, but it can be practically
implemented with good results. The technical considerations and details laid
forth provide a framework for correct CFG structuring via binary conditionals,
and can be extended to block structures like catch or receive, along with
setting forth a code clean-up framework. Due to the close relationship between
refactoring of code, and program transformation, this project is to become of
the RefactorErl toolkit released by ELTE [11].
We have successfully evaluated and validated our methodology on the source
of the Erlang/OTP libraries and the compiler test suite [12]. The details of
the evaluation was presented in [13].
In the future, a study should deal with complicated incremental structuring
induced by introduction of loops. They have their own theory and ambiguity in
determining nesting, along with interference in conditionals studied here where
multi-entry/exit loops are concerned. Decidability issues through the use of
tools such as boolean satisfiability (SAT) solvers could be incorporated. As for
Erlang, the possibility of writing obfuscators based on identified decompilation
weaknesses is also an open challenge.
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Appendix Appendix A

Merge and Exit Incidence Algorithms

Algorithm 4 Algorithms to Process Merge Nodes
1: procedure HandleMerge(Node, IsExit)
Phase 1 - Add place holder node

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

if Node = ReturnNode or IsExit then
InsertNode ← ExitNode, SearchNode ← Node
else if (CurrentNode, Node) ∈ NearestCrossPdom then
InsertNode ← NextNode(), SearchNode ← InsertNode,

insert ast node (Node, get ast node(Node), InsertNode)
if CurrentNode ∈ PREDS(Node) then

add edge(CurrentNode, InsertNode), remove edge(CurrentNode, Node)
end if

add edge(Node, InsertNode), add edge(InsertNode, ReturnNode)
remove edge(Node, ReturnNode)
else
InsertNode ← NextNode(), SearchNode ← Node,
end if

Phase 2 - Resolve cross edges via code duplication

15:

CrossPairs ← ∀(X, Y ) ∈ CrossEdges, X 6= SearchNode ∧ (NearestCrossPDom(X, Y) = Node
∨ NearestCrossPDom(X, Y) = InsertNode)
16:
while CrossPairs 6= ∅ do
17:
(From, To) ← arg max(X,Y )∈CrossPairs ( get ast dfs (Y), get ast dfs (X))
18:
CrossPairs ← CrossPairs \ {(From, To)}, NodeSet ← REACH(From) \ REACH(Node)

19:
20:

copy ast node(X, Y, NodeSet), copy graph nodes(X, Y, NodeSet)
end while

Phase 3 - Variable assignment
(
Node
Node = ReturnNode ∨ IsExit
21:
AfterNode ←
InsertNode otherwise
22:
if Node = ReturnNode then

23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

insert ast node (Node, AssignVariable(AfterNode, ReturnRegister))
else if ¬ IsExit then
(
Node
set ast node (
InsertNode
end if
return AfterNode
end procedure

IsExit
, AssignVariables(AfterNode))
otherwise

insert ast node (Node, EmitValue, NewValue, NewNode) where EmitValue and
NewNode are optional, must insert at the next available AST path after Node, EmitValue
if present, and NewValue always, and if NewValue was a meta-data, then NewNode specifies the graph node path into which the meta-data path will be stored for later lookup
or removal.
• insert ast node child (Node, Kind, NewValue, NewNode) is identifical to the
previous one except Kind gives an additional path information to be traversed based on
what type of child is being added such as a conditional or block structure.
• get ast node(Node) fetches the node data specified.
• set ast node(Node, Data) replaces the data at the node specified.
•
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Algorithm 5 Algorithms to Process Exit Nodes
1: procedure HandleExit
2:
NewPDoms ← PotentialNewPDoms
3:
while N doewPDoms 6= ∅
4:
C ← arg minX∈NewPDoms get rev dfs (X)
5:
HandleMerge(C, true), NewPDoms ← NewPDoms \C
6:
end while
7: end procedure

get ast dfs (X) returns the simple tree walk ordering of node X to allow a nonconflicting order when copying. In fact this is an approximation ordering that will
not always work, without continuing to recompute nearest cross edge post dominators
until a fixed point is reached. Technically there is a subgraph induced by FromPath
which is copied to ToPath, and any of these subgraphs which contains a ToPath creates
a dependency. The optimal scenario is therefore to avoid iterative calculation by adding
all the cross edge pairs to a list in dependency order by not adding them until their
dependencies are first added which also induces a proper partial ordering. It is a very
important point as the algorithm simplifies and hides this fact.
• copy ast node(FromNode, ToNode, NodeSet) surgically copies all the contiguous
set of the AST tree entries at the same level as FromPath and including it, which contains
NodeSet, into ToPath and which must be inserted as new mapped entries for all the metadata that was copied into ToNode to maintain the integrity and consistency of the AST
structure.
•

As for the graph, the following corresponding operations must be implemented and maintained:
•
•
•

add edge(X, Y) adds the edge from node X to node Y.
remove edge(X, Y) removes the edge between node X and node Y.
get bfs (X) gets a comparable breath first search ordering of node X for the scanning
algorithm.

get rev dfs (X) gets a comparable depth first search ordering of node X in the reverse
graph rooted at ReturnNode.
• copy graph nodes(FromNode, ToNode, NodeSet) copies all the nodes in subgraph NodeSet replacing all edges between nodes in the set with the new nodes, and
maintaining all edges which were to outside the subgraph except any nodes preceded
by FromNode which are changed to ToNode. This is the corresponding operation to
copy ast node which deals with the AST on copy.
• EntryNode symbolizes the entry node, ReturnNode symbolizes the return node,
ExitNode symbolizes the exit node, and NextNode() symbolizes the next node which
is to be newly added to the graph, and CurrentNode is the current node being processed
or considered, while CurInst is the current instruction.
• PREDS, SUCCS, DOM, SDOM, PDOM, PSDOM, IDOM, PIDOM, REACH,
REVREACH, CrossEdges, NearestCrossPdom(Node).
S
PotentialNewPDoms ← ∀C ∈ ( ∀X ∈ PredSetReach(Node, Rs ), SPDOM(X)) \ [ReturnNode, ExitNode], get processed(C)=Processed
•
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Appendix Appendix B

Overall and Scanning Algorithms

Algorithm 6 Sequential and Breadth First Oriented Scanning
1: procedure ContinueScan
2:
if Jumped and IsBFSScan then
3:
set processed(GetNextLabel(), Processable)
4:
Candidates ← ∀C ∈ PREDS(ReturnNode), get processed(C) = Processable
5:
if Candidates = ∅ then
6:
return (∅, ReturnNode)
7:
else
8:
NextNode ← arg minX∈Candidates get bfs (X)
9:
CollideNode ← ∀C ∈ PREDS(NextNode),
( get processed(C) = Colliding
10:

return (GetInstructionAt(NextNode,

hd(CollideNode)
NextNode

CollideNode 6= ∅
)
otherwise

11:
end if
12:
else
13:
return (GetNextInstruction(), CurrentNode)
14:
end if
15: end procedure

• get processed(Node) returns either Unprocessed, Processable, Processed or
Colliding.
• set processed(Node, State) sets Node’s processing status to State.
• SemanticEquivalence(C) provides the symbolic net effect on the state of
instruction C.
• IsBranching(C) indicates if the C instruction is a branching or exit/exception instruction.
• IsLabel(C) indicates if the C instruction is a label and hence merging point.
• NodeFromLabel(C) returns an already mapped node for the label C, whether
pre-existing or requiring a new graph node assignment.
• HasSideEffect(C) classifies if any side effect or other condition arises requires variable assignment.
• UpdateState(Data, StateDifference) updates the state in Data based on the
difference.
• Output(C) gets the state.
• GetNextInstruction() gets the next instruction after instruction CurInst
unless it is empty and then the entry instruction.
• GetNextLabel() scans forward after a jump for the next label to mark a
node as not collided and hence processable.
• GetInstructionAt(Label) gets the instruction at location specified by Label.
• IsBFSScan represents the option for a breath first scan versus sequential.
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Algorithm 7 Overall Decompile to AST
1: procedure DecompileToAST
2:
AST ← [EntryMetadata], Graph ← [EntryNode, ReturnNode, ExitNode]
3:
CurInst ← ∅, CurrentNode ← EntryPoint, Jumped ← false
4:
while (CurInst, CurrentNode) = ContinueScan(Jumped), CurInst 6= ∅ do
5:
if IsBranching(CurInst) then
6:
Jumped ← DoBranchingStructuring()
7:
else if IsLabel(CurInst) then
8:
NewNode ← NodeFromLabel(CurInst)
9:
if IsBFSScan ∧ get processed(CurrentNode) = Processed then
10:
set processed(CurrentNode, Colliding)
11:
else
12:
add edge(CurrentNode, NewNode), remove edge (CurrentNode, ReturnN13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

ode), set processed (CurrentNode, Processed), set processed (NewNode, Processed), HandleMerge(NewNode, false)
end if
else if HasSideEffect(CurInst) then
(Emit, NewVariable) ← AssignVariable(SemanticEquivalent(CurInst))
insert ast node (CurrentNode, Emit, UpdateState(get ast node(CurrentNode),
NewVariable), CurrentNode)
else
set ast node (CurrentNode, UpdateState(get ast node (CurrentNode), SemanticEquivalent(CurInst)))
end if
end while
if ExitNode ∈
/ PREDS(ReturnNode) then
HandleMerge(ReturnNode)
end if
return Changed
end procedure

Appendix Appendix C

Example

An overall example of a program in Figure 5 will highlight several of the
key ideas with a special view of the final AST with super-imposed cross edge
arrows in Figure 6 corresponding to the graph view of the prior step in Figure
7.
1
2
3
4
5

incstruct (A , B , C , D , E ) ->
if not A -> A ;
A andalso B orelse C ->
if D + E =:= 1 -> B ; true -> error ( D + E ) end ;
true -> A end .

Figure 5. Example code highlighting cross edge identification, merge node, code copying and variable assignment
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1:
4:
8:
16:
18:
19:
17:
9:
12:
13:
5:
6:
7:
10:
14:
15:
11:
2:
3:

case Arg1 of end
true -> case Arg2 =/= true of end
true -> case Arg3 =:= true of end
true -> case Arg4 + Arg5 =:= 1 of end
true -> Var1 = Arg2
false -> error(Arg4 + Arg5)
false -> Var1 = Arg1
false -> case Arg4 + Arg5 =:= 1 of end
true -> Var1 = Arg2
false -> error(Arg4 + Arg5)
-> case Arg1 of end
false -> Var1 = Arg1
-> case Arg3 =:= true of end
true -> case Arg4 + Arg5 =:= 1 of end
true -> Var1 = Arg2
false -> error(Arg4 + Arg5)
false -> Var1 = Arg1
Var1

Figure 6. Example program after final structuring step at
return node with arrows showing where copying occurred

INCREMENTAL DECOMPILATION OF LOOP-FREE BINARY CODE: ERLANG

1
%X1=Arg1
%X2=Arg2
%X3=Arg3
%X4=Arg4
%X5=Arg5
case Arg1 of end
true
4
case Arg2 =/= true of end
true
8

5
case Arg1 of end

7
case Arg3 =:= true of end
false

true

false

9
%X1=Arg4 + Arg5
case Arg4 + Arg5 =:= 1 of end
true

false

10
%X1=Arg4 + Arg5
case Arg4 + Arg5 =:= 1 of end

true

false

6

false

11

12
%X1=Arg2

false

13
error(Arg4 + Arg5)

14
%X1=Arg2

2

15
error(Arg4 + Arg5)

3

Figure 7. Graph derived from example program in final structuring step at return node
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Abstract. Static analysis is a widely used method for finding bugs in
large code bases. One of the most popular static analysis tools used for
software written in C/C++ languages is the Clang Static Analyzer [1].
During symbolic execution [2] of the source code, the analyzer models
path sensitivity by keeping track of constraints on symbolic variables. The
built-in constraint manager module, while granting excellent performance,
only handles constraints on certain types of integer expressions, which has
a detrimental effect on the quality of the analysis, as the infeasibility of
certain execution paths cannot be proved. This often leads to false positive
findings, i.e. error reports issued for code parts that are actually correct.
This paper records the first milestone in an effort to integrate the
state-of-the-art Z3 theorem prover [3] into the Clang Static Analyzer in
order to post-process bug reports. While full integration is hindered by
the burden Z3 places on the duration of the analysis, the refutation of
false positive reports using information collected by the default pass can
improve analysis quality substantially while introducing only a moderate
regression in performance. We present an initial prototype of the tiered
constraint solving solution that is already capable of filtering out some
bogus reports, evaluate it on real-world software projects, and explore
possible improvements we plan to accomplish in our future work.

1. Introduction
Static analysis is the analysis of software without actually executing programs, usually performed by an automated tool on the source code. Static
analysis tools are widely used in the continuous integration chains of production software as their comprehensive checks can provide rapid feedback on the
code’s performance, reliability, and safety.
Received by the editors: April 2, 2018.
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One of the main considerations behind the design decisions of static analysis tools is the number of false positive reports produced by the tool. False
positives are warnings issued incorrectly for code parts that do not contain
erroneous behavior. A high ratio of bogus reports is a much greater problem
for an industrial bug finding tool than some number of bugs missed (even so
as it is impossible to find all bugs using static analysis [5]). Bug reports need
to be reviewed by developers one-by-one in order to correct potential errors in
their software. If the tool presents an overwhelming amount of false warnings
to the developer, its usability suffers and developers lose their trust in the tool.
The Clang Static Analyzer is a symbolic execution engine built atop of
clang [4], a relatively recently developed LLVM compiler front-end for C-family
languages. The Static Analyzer is an increasingly popular choice of a static
analysis tool despite still being a work-in-progress, as it is free, open-source,
but its power already matches that of most closed-source tools widespread in
the industry.
Despite heavy developer effort, the Static Analyzer suffers from the problem of false positive reports much like other similar tools. One possible way
to improve the quality of the reports is to improve the constraint management
of symbolic expressions, which plays an important role in proving the infeasibility of impossible execution paths during symbolic execution. An important
intermediary step in this direction is the refutation of false positive reports by
re-evaluating constraints by a more powerful constraint solver than the one
currently built into the engine.
In the following section, we give a brief overview of the inner workings
of the analyzer and explain the role of constraint management during the
symbolic execution of a program. In Section 3, we present the results of
an experiment highlighting the problem with a straightforward solution and
explain the motivation behind the choice of the method described in this paper.
In Section 4, we explore some aspects of the problem that need to be considered
while constructing the solution. Next, we evaluate our prototype on real-world
software projects and then raise some questions for future work in Section 6.

2. The Clang Static Analyzer
2.1. General overview. The Clang Static Analyzer is a symbolic execution
engine capable of analyzing C, C++, and Objective-C programs. Symbolic
execution is a form of abstract interpretation of the source code, where each
unknown value encountered is assigned a symbol, on which operations are performed symbolically. Along this process, the analyzer attempts to enumerate
all possible execution paths by building a so-called exploded graph [6]. Each
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b: $b, x: $x
$b : [IMIN, IMAX]
void g ( i n t b ,
i n t &x ) {
i f (b)
x = b+1;
else
x = 42;
}

$x : [IMIN, IMAX]
b: $b, x: $x

b: $b, x: $x

$b : [0, 0]

$b : [IMIN, -1] ∪ [1, IMAX]

$x : [IMIN, IMAX]

$x : [IMIN, IMAX]

b: $b, x: 42

b: $b, x: $b + 1

$b : [0, 0]

$b : [IMIN, -1] ∪ [1, IMAX]

Figure 1. An example depicting the representation of symbolic execution in the exploded graph.
vertex of this graph is a (program state, program point) pair, where the program point determines the current location in the program, and memory is
represented using a hierarchy of memory regions [7]. The program state holds
traits of the program such as the environment, which records symbolic values of active expressions, and a data structure holding range constraints, i.e.
ranges that symbolic values may take [8], among others.
During the execution of a path, the analyzer collects constraints on symbolic
expressions. The built-in constraint solver module can reason about simpler
pointer and integer expressions, by representing constraints on them using
closed ranges of integer values. One of the main roles of the constraint manager
is to determine whether these constraints become unsatisfiable, in which case
the analysis of the current path should be terminated. It is vital for the
analyzer to recognize such infeasible program paths in the exploded graph
mainly as not to issue error reports for paths that will never be executed.
An example analysis can be seen along with its simplified exploded graph
on Figure 1. Function g can lead to two execution paths. Since the value of
b and x is initially unknown, these values are represented with symbols $b
and $x, which can take on arbitrary values. As the analysis continues on the
execution path corresponding to the else branch, the value of b is known to
be zero, and later we discover that the value of x is the constant 42. Symbol
$x is no longer needed on this path. On the other path, the value of b can be
anything but zero. Later, we also discover that the value of x is one greater
than the original value of b. The symbol $x is no longer needed on any of the
paths, it can be garbage collected.
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2.2. Constraint management in the Static Analyzer. As mentioned previously, the analyzer collects constraints on symbolic variables encountered in
the program to be able to detect if they become unsatisfiable. Solving these
constraints is only one side of the coin: generating and managing them is
another. Support for constraint management is therefore scattered throughout the analyzer engine. The current solution centers around a solver operating on range-based constraints, which is only capable of handling some
common binary operations between symbolic values and concrete integers
(called SymIntExprs), and some relational operations between two symbols
(SymSymExprs). Although it is very fast, it lacks support for many other
commonly used arithmetic operations even on SymIntExprs, such as bitwise
operations, multiplication, division, etc.
In 2017, support for an alternative constraint solver backend, the Z3 Theorem Prover, has been added to the engine [9]. Z3 is a state-of-the-art general
purpose SMT solver developed by Microsoft Research. Z3 is capable of handling most arithmetic operations unsupported by the current solver, such as
those on floating-point values, and it also represents integers more realistically,
modeling them with fixed-width bitvectors, granting greater precision in its
results.
Unfortunately, the analyzer will not be able to harness the full power of
the Z3 Theorem Prover until symbolic expression support is improved in the
engine. Namely, the analyzer currently does not build up symbolic expressions
consisting of floating-point type values, and subsequently does not generate
constraints on them, meaning that information about such expressions never
arrives at the constraint manager. Still, without any further effort, Z3 should
already be able to improve analysis precision for expressions involving pointers
and integers.
Nevertheless, the analyzer still does not employ Z3 as the default constraint
solver backend. The reason behind this is its negative impact on the duration
of the analysis, with execution times soaring up to and above a factor of 20
times the usual. This slow-down stems from the nature of SMT solvers, which
follow complex inner heuristics, and often use up all of the allowed time as
limited by the timeout parameter for a single operation. For practical use, an
intermediary solution is needed.
One possible compromise is to use the Z3 Theorem Prover for false positive
refutation. This means to perform the analysis as usual, then post-process
the collected bug reports to find those that lie on paths that are found to be
infeasible by Z3. This could eliminate a large portion of false positive reports
while only introducing a moderate burden on the duration of the analysis.
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3. Motivation: an experiment
In an effort to explore how each of the currently available constraint solving backends affect analysis performance and quality, we made the following
experiment. For 3 real-world open-source projects, we ran two analyses, each
with default settings but differing in the use of the constraint manager backend. We were concerned in the number of reports and execution times in each
case. In the table below, the RB keyword denotes the default range-based
solver built into the engine, while reports added and removed are meant for
the Z3 cases compared to the runs using the range-based solver. Analysis
duration is presented in the format hh:mm:ss.
Reports Reports Reports Reports Duration Duration
Project
name
(RB)
(Z3)
removed added
(RB)
(Z3)
tmux [10]
15
15
0
0
00:01:06 03:09:45
redis [11]
53
20
1
34
00:01:19 03:21:01
xerces-c [12]
69
2
0
67
00:05:40 03:06:22
Table 1. Information about default analyses run using different constraint manager backends on some open-source projects.
It is interesting how the number of bugs seems to drop significantly when using
the Z3 backend in the case of redis and xerces-c. A study of the bug reports
could shed light on whether there are already some false positives eliminated,
but based on the analyzer statistics shown below for redis, it seems more likely
that Z3 is timing out and giving up on interesting paths.
Statistic
Range-based
Z3
The # of steps executed.
82 419 176 44 062 305
The # of functions at top level.
19 993
6 834
The # of paths explored by the analyzer.
65 627
33 382
The # of basic blocks in the analyzed functions.
215 656
70 679
The max # of basic blocks in a function.
3 152
1 575
The # of times we reached the max # of steps.
255
163
Table 2. Sample statistics collected by the analyzer about its
own operation during the analysis of the redis project.
Using the proposed bug post-processing method, the engine will call Z3 significantly fewer times than it would in the case of an ordinary analysis with
the Z3 backend. Because of this, it might be reasonable to slightly increase
the timeout limit when refutation is switched on, as it could enable the analyzer to explore more paths with Z3, prospectively improving the quality of
the analysis.
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4. A Prototype of Tiered Constraint Solving
Under tiered constraint solving, we really mean re-solving constraints for
paths that lead to bugs. To understand how this can be achieved inside the
analyzer technically, we first give a brief overview of the workings of its bug
reporting mechanism, and then explain the rationale behind some design decisions of the prototype.

4.1. Bug reporting in the Static Analyzer. If the analyzer finds a critical
issue during building the exploded graph, such as a division by zero error,
it stops the analysis on that execution path, generates an error node, and
emits a bug report (less critical problems would generate a non-fatal error
node, in which case the analysis continues on that path, but the bug report
is still emitted). Bug reports are continuously collected during analysis, and
processed after the construction of the exploded graph is finished.
In order to generate a meaningful path diagnostic from a bug report, and
to suppress some reports which are likely to be false positives, the analyzer
executes bug reporter visitors at this late stage of the analysis. Starting from
the error node, visitors travel backwards on the bug path and perform arbitrary
operations needed to accomplish their task - usually place additional notes
to interesting locations along the path. The bug reporter visitor interface
therefore offers a convenient way to implement the tiered constraint solving
prototype.

4.2. Building the refutation visitor. Constraints on symbolic values are
collected in the program state during the analysis. Whenever a new constraint appears for a symbol, the constraint manager attempts to add it to
those already in the state, and if it can prove them to be unsatisfiable, then
the current state is said to be infeasible. While building the exploded graph,
the engine uses this information in order not to generate a new node for an impossible state. As branching statements are typical points in a program where
constraints are added to expressions, constraint management issues relevant
for bug report post-processing can be demonstrated on examples involving
branching.
Stage 1: Readily available constraints. Sometimes, the range-based constraint solver can reason about a branching condition, and even gets to the
point of generating constraints corresponding to a true and a false assumption
on the condition, but fails to prove that one of the created states is infeasible.
Consider the following example:
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void g ( i n t d ) ;
void f ( i n t ∗a , i n t ∗b ) {
int c = 5 ;
i f ( ( a − b ) == 0 )
c = 0;
i f ( a != b )
g ( 3 / c ) ; // d i v i s i o n by z e r o : f a l s e p o s i t i v e
}

Arriving at the second if, both conditions are understood and translated to
ranged constraints, but the solver is not able to prove that they contradict
each other. This can be seen from the exploded graph as the current path
splits to two, meaning that the constraint manager found both new states to
be feasible. On the path assuming that both conditions are true, the exploded
node holds the following constraints:
Ranges o f symbol v a l u e s :
( r e g $ 0 <i n t ∗ a>) − ( r e g $ 1 <i n t ∗ b >): { [ 0 , 0 ] }
( r e g $ 1 <i n t ∗ b>) − ( r e g $ 0 <i n t ∗ a >): { [ −9223372036854775808 , −1] ,
[ 1 , 9223372036854775807] }

Here, the (a != b) condition has been rearranged to ((b - a) != 0) by the
engine, and the constraint was generated by substracting zero from the full
range of possible pointer values, representing the result with a union of the
two intervals below and above zero. These constraints can be modeled by the
following small z3 program:
( d e c l a r e −const a ( BitVec 3 2 ) )
( d e c l a r e −const b ( BitVec 3 2 ) )
( a s s e r t (= ( bvsub a b ) #x00000000 ) )
( a s s e r t ( b v s l t ( bvsub b a ) #x00000000 ) )
( a s s e r t ( b v s g t ( bvsub b a ) #x00000000 ) )
( check−s a t )
( get −model )

which, after execution, gives an unsat result, i.e. the problem is proved to be
unsatisfiable. This is the simplest case our bug reporter visitor should be able
to handle: ranged constraints are readily available in the program state, they
only need to be fed to a Z3 solver instance in the proper format. For this,
constraints on symbolic values need to be converted to the internal expression
type used by Z3, which involves the translation of integer relations into their
corresponding correct bitvector operations. If the translation succeeds and the
Z3 solver can prove the state to be infeasible, the report is marked invalid,
and never shown to the user.
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Stage 2: Constraints that need to be extracted. If the constraint manager encounters a symbolic expression that it cannot reason about, it also
cannot generate a constraint for it. Consider the following example:
void g ( i n t c ) ;
void f ( i n t a , i n t b ) {
int c = 0 ;
i f ( a > 3)
i f (b < 3)
i f (b > a)
g ( 5 / c ) ; // d i v i s i o n by z e r o : f a l s e p o s i t i v e
}

As the constraint manager gives up while interpreting the third if condition,
it cannot prove that the state where all three conditions are true is not feasible, hence the false positive report. This example is more problematic than
the previous one because whenever the constraint manager cannot generate a
constraint for an expression, the constraint will also not appear in the program state. The data structure that comes to our aid is the control flow graph
(CFG), a representation of all paths that might be traversed during program
execution. The CFG is constructed by the compiler in an intermediary step of
the analysis, and the analyzer core relies on it heavily while building the exploded graph. While the unrecognized condition does not appear among the
constraints directly, it can still be extracted from CFG-related information
recorded in the exploded node (the terminator statement of the CFG block):
Terminator : i f b
l i n e =6 , c o l =7
Condition : true
...
Ranges o f symbol
r e g $ 0 <i n t a >: {
r e g $ 0 <i n t b>: {

> a

values :
[ 4 , 2147483647] }
[ −2147483648 , 2 ] }

from where it could be extracted and fed to a Z3 solver instance with the
method outlined at the previous example. Z3 could prove that the path is
infeasible, as demonstrated by the program below, which gives an unsat result.
( d e c l a r e −const
( d e c l a r e −const
( a s s e r t ( bvsgt
( assert ( bvslt
( a s s e r t ( bvsgt
( check−s a t )
( get −model )

a
b
a
b
b

( BitVec 3 2 ) )
( BitVec 3 2 ) )
#x00000003 ) )
#x00000003 ) )
a ))
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Other examples where false positives can be eliminated with tricks like this
can be discovered through systematically designed experiments.
Stage 3: Constraints that need improved symbolic expression support. Symbolic values are the building blocks of symbolic expressions being
created by the symbolic value builder module during the analysis of a program.
Expressions not supported by the symbolic value builder become UnknownVals
and never get to the point of being handled by the constraint manager. Because of this, such constraints will never appear in the environment (the data
structure of the program state that maps expressions to their corresponding symbolic values), meaning that they will also not appear in the exploded
graph, on which the visitor is meant to operate.
void g ( i n t d ) ;
void f ( f l o a t c ) {
int a = 2 ;
if ( c > 42.0)
return ;
if (c > 0.0)
a = 0;
i f (− 3 . 1 4 ∗ c ∗ c > 0 )
g ( 3 / a ) ; // d i v i d e by z e r o : f a l s e p o s i t i v e
}

In the above example, c is a floating-point value for which the symbolic valuei
builder cannot create a valid symbol at the present. As there is no information
in the graph that could help prove that the truthness of the third if condition
leads to an infeasible state, the path leading to the false positive report is
created.
This problem can be mitigated by adding support for currently unhandled
symbolic values to the symbolic value builder. After such improvements, information needed for the false positive refutation visitor to work will be present
in the graph and the previously described methods can be used.
5. Evaluation
In its present state, the refutation visitor implementation is capable of handling constraints that are understood by the default constraint manager and
saved into the range constraints data structure of the program state. It implements a so-called bug reporter visitor, that is run for each bug report after
the construction of the exploded graph is completed. Starting from the error
node, the visitor traverses backwards on each buggy execution path, collecting
the appropriate ranged constraints from the visited nodes, and adding them
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to a Z3 solver instance. At the end of the path, the solver is asked to solve the
constraints, and if it finds them unsatisfiable, the bug report gets invalidated.
Evaluation experiments were conducted by running the appropriate analysis
configurations on a collection of open-source software projects listed below, on
the same virtual machine and using 12 threads. An attempt was made to
select both smaller and larger projects written for different purposes in both
C and C++ (apart from the previously cited projects: [13], [14], and [15]).
5.1. Refutation vs. the Z3 constraint solving backend. The false positive refutation option was designed to provide a compromise between the
speed of the default analysis and the precision of an analysis using the Z3
constraint manager backend. We therefore ran analyses with the refutation
option switched on on the open-source projects studied in Section 3, in order
to compare their results to those using the Z3 backend.
We do not expect the same results for several reasons. First, analyzing
projects using the Z3 backend, the whole process uses the Z3 constraint manager, and the resulting exploded graph may differ from the one built in default
mode. This means that constraints stored in the graph may be slightly more
realistic or precise than those generated in the default mode. However, its
working mechanism also differs from the case in which the default analysis is
merely enhanced by the refutation visitor. Because of its independent nature,
refutation may eliminate false reports that an analysis with the Z3 backend
cannot, e.g. those caused by weaknesses in the engine’s general operation.
And even though it operates on constraints generated by the default solver,
the table presented below shows that its advantage in speed may outweigh its
disadvantage in granting report quality.
Reports Reports Reports Duration Duration Duration
Project
name
(default) (FPR)
(Z3)
(default)
(FPR)
(Z3)
tmux
15
15
15
00:01:06 00:02:02 03:09:45
redis
53
49
20
00:01:19 00:01:22 03:21:01
xerces-c
69
29
2
00:05:40 00:05:50 03:06:22
libWebM
6
6
0
00:00:56 00:00:58 09:26:28
curl
17
14
10
00:01:16 00:01:15 01:34:04
memchached
17
14
1
00:00:37 00:00:38 00:48:32
Table 3. Comparison of analyses run with the default configuration, with refutation enabled and using the Z3 constraint
manager backend.
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5.2. Refutation vs. default analysis. From an industry viewpoint, the
study of any performance regression refutation poses on the analysis is essential. The following table contains the number of bug reports for two analysis
runs for 6 open-source projects, one with a default configuration, and one with
the naive prototype of false positive refutation enabled.
As expected, the tiered constraint solving pass did not create any new reports. Since it begins to operate after the exploded graph is completed, it does
not participate in the actual analysis process, and can only remove some of
the existing reports, but has no means to add new ones. The number of invalidated reports, on the other hand, depends heavily on the analyzed project. In
most cases, only a few bugs were removed by the visitor, which is reasonable
considering that it currently handles a narrow range of subtle false positive
cases. The xerces-c project stands out in this regard, with more than a half
of its bugs thrown away. After performing a manual inspection of some of the
removed reports, either the falseness of the reports was difficult to determine
(because of long bug paths), or we found that the report was truly a mistake
on the analyzer’s behalf and its removal increased the overall quality of the
analysis.
Reports Reports Reports Duration Duration
Project
(default) (FPR) removed (default)
(FPR)
name
tmux
15
16
0
00:01:01 00:01:18
redis
53
161
4
00:02:15 00:04:01
xerces-c
69
40
40
00:03:22 01:01:22
libWebM
6
28
0
00:01:21 00:02:50
curl
17
36
3
00:01:01 00:01:00
memcached
17
14
3
00:29:30 00:40:17
Table 4. Report numbers for analyses with a default configuration and with false positive refutation (FPR) enabled for
some open-source projects.

6. Future Work
Although the tiered constraint solving protoytype is already capable of eliminating some false positive bug reports, its functionality can be extended and
its results greatly improved once further enhancements outlined below will be
introduced into the analyzer.
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6.1. Symbolic expression support. The main purpose of the initial introduction of the Z3 backend was to enable the analyzer to reason about floatingpoint values. For this to work fully, the analyzer needs to generate and handle symbolic floating-point expressions (SymFloatExprs and FloatSymExprs).
Apart from floats, symbolic expression support should generally be improved
in the symbolic value builder module, including arithmetic operations involving values other than concrete integers. This could fundamentally improve the
precision of the analysis.
The analyzer sometimes makes assumptions about algebraic operations that
were written with the integer-based constraint manager in mind, and often do
not hold for other types of values (e.g. the x == x is true assumption does
not hold for special floating-point values like NaNs). Along with the introduction of new types, these assumptions could be revised and extended to support
operations defined for any new types, for example for floats. Additionally, assumptions like these could also be checked for expressions involving an integer
and a symbol or two symbols.
Code parts responsible for dropping constraints that will not be digested by
the symbolic value builder are scattered around in its current form. This makes
it difficult to evaluate how changing the level of detail affects the performance
of the engine (and it is also more difficult to determine what is handled). This
logic could be collected to one place behind a flag, so that symbolic expression
handling could be controlled easily.

6.2. Packaging. Although the adoption of the tiered constraint solving solution in the Clang Static Analyzer is already in progress, its usage for a normal
user is hindered by packaging issues. Users typically use the analyzer as part
of their continuous integration toolchains and are reluctant to make modifications to their command scripts, so Z3 support should be granted just by
updating their clang to the latest version.
This is however not possible because of the project’s licensing policy. Although Microsoft Research open-sourced their Z3 theorem prover, its license
is still not compatible with clang’s liberal open-source license, and thus cannot be included in the latest clang package. On the contrary, the Z3 sources
need to be downloaded and installed separately by each user and then clang
needs to be built with special flags that find the Z3 installation and enable
its support. Most of the users would probably abandon the refutation feature
because of such inconveniences.
One idea to solve this situation would be to find and integrate another SMT
solver like the Z3 theorem prover, but with a compatible license. Alternatively,
if no project is found that suits the analyzer’s needs, a small SMT solver could
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be re-implemented inside the analyzer much like the range-based solver, but
a more powerful one.
To facilitate solver comparing experiments and to make solver backend
switching more flexible, a general SMT solver interface could be implemented
in the analyzer. The current constraint management framework relies heavily
on the built-in range-based solver, and only has been extended to support Z3
in a very special manner. Most of the duplicate work involved in adding a
new backend at the present could be avoided with a general interface.

7. Conclusion
Minimizing the number of false positive reports is a critical issue for most
static analysis tools in order to grant high-quality results to their users. A
method taking an important step towards this goal was presented for one of
the most widely used open-source static analysis tools for C family languages,
the Clang Static Analyzer. The solution works by introducing an additional
step towards the end of the analysis, when constraints on symbolic expressions encountered on the buggy execution path are re-evaluated by a powerful
external constraint solver engine, invalidating a bogus bug report if the path
leading to it is found to be infeasible. This step is needed because the default
built-in constraint solver is designed to prefer speed over precision, while using
the precise external solver for the whole process would result in unacceptably
long execution times. In order for the analyzer to retain its industrial-strength
performance, a practical intermediary solution was needed.
The tiered constraint solving solution described in this paper is careful to
preserve close-to-usual execution times while eliminating many of the false
positive reports, as found by an evaluation on a set of real-world software
projects. Additionally, an agenda of possible enhancements was outlined that
might be useful to study and implement to further improve the results. The
prototype is currently under review by the open-source community.
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INCREMENTAL RELATIONAL ASSOCIATION RULE
MINING OF EDUCATIONAL DATA SETS
LIANA MARIA CRIVEI
Abstract. Educational Data Mining is an attractive research field in
which the underlying idea is that of bringing the data mining perspective
into educational environments. The main focus is to better understand
the educational related phenomena by extracting, through data mining
techniques, meaningful hidden patterns from educational data sets. Incremental Relational Association Rule Mining (IRARM ) has been introduced
as an effective online data mining method for dynamically mining interesting relational association rules (RARs) in a dynamic data set which is
extended with new data instances. The study conducted in this paper is
aimed to emphasize the effectiveness of both RAR and IRARM mining
methods in educational data mining settings. Experiments performed on
various academic data sets highlight the potential of using relational association rules for uncovering relevant knowledge from educational related
data.

1. Introduction
Data mining (DM) techniques are extensively applied nowadays in various
domains including medicine, bioinformatics, software engineering, to discover
relevant patterns in large databases, especially due to their potential of uncovering hidden information from data.
Applying DM techniques in education [5] has attracted researchers from
both DM and educational research and thus a new interdisciplinary research
discipline known as educational data mining (EDM) emerged. The main focus
in EDM is to develop methods for extracting knowledge from data that come
from various educational information systems and educational environments.
Received by the editors: April 15, 2018.
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. 68T05, 68P15.
1998 CR Categories and Descriptors. H.2.8[Database management]: Database Applications – Data Mining; I.2.6[Computing Methodologies]: Artificial Intelligence –
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Through mining educational data sets, EDM’s purpose is to better understand the students’ learning process and thus to offer additional insights into
educational related phenomena.
Within the DM domain, association rule (AR) mining represents an important data analysis and mining technique [9] applied in various supervised and
unsupervised learning scenarios for extracting rule based patterns from data
sets. Ordinal association rules (OARs) [7] were proposed as a particular class
of ARs which express ordinal relationships between the attributes characterizing a data set. Afterwards, relational association rules (RARs) [6, 11] have
been introduced as an extension of OARs capable to capture various type of
non-ordinal relations between data attributes.
We are approaching in this paper the problem of incremental relational
association rule mining (IRARM ) in the context of EDM. The process of
incremental RAR mining is appropriate specifically for online DM scenarios,
where the data set to be mined is dynamic and thus continuously extended
with real-time arriving data streams. In such situations, IRARM approach
aims to progressively adapt the interesting RARs identified in a data set, when
it is enlarged with new instances. Since the learning processes within educational environments are by nature online processes, the idea of investigating
the IRARM perspective in EDM comes naturally. The EDM literature also
reveals that DM is very useful in the educational field particularly when exploring the online learning environment [18].
The contribution of the paper is summarized as follows. First, we are emphasizing the relevance of RAR mining in the field of educational data mining
(EDM) with the goal of uncovering meaningful patterns within educational
data sets. Secondly, we extend the experimental evaluation of our previously
proposed incremental relational association rule mining approach (IRARM )
[17] on several EDM case studies. The effectiveness of IRARM is emphasized
through the reduction in mining time achieved when using IRARM against
RAR mining from scratch when a data set is extended with new instances.
The study conducted in this paper is novel in the EDM literature, since neither
the classical nor the incremental RAR mining approaches have been applied
on academic data sets, so far.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the EDM
domain and emphasizes its relevance within the larger DM field. A background
on RAR mining and its incremental extension IRARM is presented in Section
3, together with an example of RAR mining in EDM. Section 4 describes the
experiments performed for highlighting the performance of IRARM on four
academic data sets and discusses upon the obtained experimental results. The
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conclusions of the paper and directions for future improvements are highlighted
in Section 5.
2. Educational Data Mining
EDM is an attractive research field in which the underlying idea is that
of bringing the data mining perspective into educational environments. The
main focus is to better understand the educational related phenomena by
extracting, through data mining techniques, meaningful hidden patterns from
educational data sets.
Extracting relevant patterns from the educational processes would also be
useful for understanding students and how they learn, as well as improving
the educational outcomes (e.g. learning outcomes). EDM has received lately
considerable attention from the research community since extracting hidden
knowledge from educational data is of particular interest for the academic
institutions and also useful for improving their teaching methodologies and
learning processes [18].
Various applications using data mining techniques have been developed, so
far, in the EDM field. Machine learning methods are intensively investigated,
both from a supervised and unsupervised perspective, as data mining techniques for building course planning systems, detecting what type of learners
are the students, grouping students according to their similarity, predicting
the students’ performance for courses, assisting instructors in the educational
process [15].
We briefly review, in the following, several recent approaches which have
been developed for assessing the performance of students in educational environments.
Ayers et al. applied in [3] several clustering algorithms such as hierarchical
agglomerative clustering, K-means and model based clustering for grouping
students according to their skill sets.
Bharadwaj and Pal conducted in [4] a study towards identifying features
which are strongly correlated with the academic students’ performances. The
authors found out that characteristics such as the living location, medium
of teaching, mother’s qualification, the family annual income, and student’s
family status highly influence the performance of the prediction task. Pal
and Pal conducted in [21] a study using decision tree based classification algorithms to identify the students needing special advising and counseling from
the teachers.
Supervised classification models such as Naive Bayes, decision trees, neural
networks have been applied in [15] together with Synthetic Minority OverSampling (SMOTE) method to improve the accuracy of a machine learning
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model for predicting the students’ final grade for a particular course. An analysis of the performance of the previous mentioned machine learning models,
including support vector classification was performed by Shahiri et al. in [23].
Additionally, a study was conducted upon the effectiveness of the attributes
involved in the classification process.
Ahmed et al. focused in [2] on predicting the performance of instructors
and analyzed the factors that affect students’ academic achievements, with
the purpose of improving the quality of the educational system. Several classifiers such as J48 Decision Tree, Multilayer Perceptron, Naı̈ve Bayes, and
Sequential Minimal Optimization were applied and compared to identify the
best performing classification algorithm. Among all considered classifiers, J48
provided the best classification accuracy of 84.8%.
The problem of predicting the students performance (PSP) has been considered in [24] as regression problem and a hybrid method combining a collaborative filtering-based system and a regression-based one has been proposed.
3. Background on relational association rules
In Section 3 the fundamental concepts related to relational association rule
(RAR) mining [11] are reviewed. Then, the relevance and importance of RAR
mining in the context of EDM is emphasized through an example on an educational data set. Section 3.2 briefly presents the incremental relational association rule mining (IRARM ) approach [17].
3.1. Relational association rule mining. Association rule (AR) mining
represents an important data analysis and mining technique [9] useful in multiple machine learning tasks for uncovering meaningful rule based patterns in
data sets. Ordinal association rules (OARs) [7] were proposed as a particular class of ARs which express ordinal relationships between the attributes
characterizing a data set. RARs [6, 11] have been introduced as an extension
of OARs able to express different type of non-ordinal relations between data
attributes.
The Relational Association Rules (RARs) notion is defined in the following
paragraphs.
We consider D = {d1 , d2 , . . . , dn } a set of instances or records. Let Ω =
(a1 , . . . , am ) be a sequence of m attributes characterizing each instance from
the data set D. Each attribute ai takes values from a non-empty and non-fuzzy
domain ∆i , which also contains a null (empty) value. We denote by Ψ(dj , ai )
the value of attribute ai for an instance dj .
We denote by T the set of all possible relations that are not necessarily
ordinal which can be defined between two domains ∆i and ∆j .
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Definition 3.1. A relational association rule [11] is an expression
(ai1 , ai2 , ai3 , . . . , aih ) ⇒ (ai1 τ1 ai2 τ2 ai3 . . . τh−1 aih ),
where {ai1 , ai2 , ai3 , . . . , aih } ⊆ Ω, aik 6= aip , k, p = 1, . . . , h, k 6= p and τk ∈ T
is a relation over ∆ik × ∆ik+1 , ∆ik being the domain of the attribute aik .
a) If ai1 , ai2 , . . . , aih are non-missing in m instances from the data set
then we call s = m
n the support of the rule.
b) If we denote by D0 ⊆ D the set of instances where ai1 , ai2 , ai3 , . . . , aih
are non-missing and all relations Ψ(dj , ai1 )τ1 Ψ(dj , ai2 ), Ψ(dj , ai2 )τ2
Ψ(dj , ai3 ), . . . , Ψ(dj , aih−1 )τh−1 Ψ(dj , aih ) hold for each instance d
from D0 then we call c =

|D0 |
n

the confidence of the rule.

Interesting RAR’s were defined in [11] as those rules which have both their
support and confidence greater than or equal to specified minimum thresholds.
For mining interesting RARs an Apriori-like algorithm named DRAR (Discovery of Relational Association Rules) was proposed in [12] as an extension
of the DOAR algorithm introduced in [7] for uncovering OARs.
3.1.1. Example. For a better understanding of the concept of RAR, an example on an EDM related data set is considered. The aim is to highlight the
relevance of applying RAR mining in the context of educational data sets.
The data set used in our example is a real data set, containing the grades
obtained by students at a Computer Science undergraduate course offered at
Babeş-Bolyai University in a time frame of four academic years (2014-2018).
The complete data set is available at [1]. There are a total of 867 instances
characterized by 6 attributes, denoted by a1 , a2 , . . . , a6 . These attributes represent the following: written exam score (a1 ), seminar score (a2 ), laboratory
score (a3 ), first practical test score (a4 ), second practical test score (a5 ) and
final grade (a6 ). Considering the minimum support threshold at smin = 1 and
the minimum confidence threshold at cmin = 0.6, we applied DRAR mining
algorithm. Since all the attributes in our experiment have integer values, two
possible binary relations between integer valued attributes were used: ≤ and
>. The discovered maximal interesting RARs are illustrated in Table 1.
Each line from Table 1 describes a RAR of a certain length (depicted in the
first column), which has the confidence illustrated in the third column. For
example, the first line in Table 1 refers to the RAR a1 ≤ a3 of length 2 (i.e.
the rule contains two attributes) having a confidence of 0.739. This rule has
the following interpretation: the value of the attribute a1 is less or equal than
the value of the attribute a3 in 73.9% of instances from the analyzed data.
Analyzing the last rule depicted in Table 1 one observes that for 61.3 % of
the students the grade for the written exam is less or equal than the first test
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Length
Rule
Confidence
2
a1 ≤ a3
0.739
2
a1 ≤ a5
0.751
2
a1 ≤ a6
0.825
2
a2 ≤ a3
0.751
2
a2 ≤ a4
0.828
2
a2 ≤ a5
0.819
2
a2 ≤ a6
0.669
2
a3 ≤ a4
0.722
2
a3 ≤ a5
0.711
2
a3 > a 6
0.605
2
a4 ≤ a5
0.713
2
a5 > a 6
0.604
3
a1 ≤ a4 > a6
0.613
Table 1. Interesting maximal relational association rules
mined for smin = 1 and cmin = 0.6.

grade, which is greater than the final grade. This suggests that the grades
for the practical test are greater than those for the written exam, which could
be considered typical because the written exam requires wider knowledge.
Analyzing other interesting rules depicted in the table 1: a3 ≤ a4 and a3
≤ a5 we observe that the grade obtained for the laboratory is less than the
both practical test scores. This is an indication that some of the laboratory
assignments are more difficult or complex than the actual practical test. The
complexity of the practical test could be increased. We also observe that a3
> a6 meaning the laboratory score is less than the final grade score.
The RARs mined from the academic data may be relevant for the professor
and can provide indications about the complexity of the laboratory assignments or the written exams.
3.2. Incremental relational association rule mining. We have previously
introduced in [17] an incremental relational association rule mining approach,
called IRARM , which is useful when a data set to be mined is extended with
new objects. In such situations, for uncovering the interesting RARs from the
extended data set, IRARM will efficiently adapt the RARs discovered in the
data set before the extension. This incremental process will be more effective
than running DRAR from scratch on the extended data set.
We consider in the following that the data set D to be mined is dynamic,
being extended at a certain time with a non-empty set of instances {dn+1 , dn+2 ,
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. . . , ds }. We denote the enlarged set of instances by Dext = {d1 , d2 , . . . , ds },
while the set of newly added instances is Dnew = Dext \ D. For pre-specified
minimum support (smin ) and confidence thresholds (cmin ), we analyze the
problem of incrementally identifying all interesting RARs in the extended
data set Dext by adapting the set of interesting RARs mined in D before its
extension. Through the IRARM method we aim to reduce the running time
required to mine the set Rulesext of interesting RARs from Dext .
Certainly, new interesting RARs could be produced by the newly added
instances, but also RARs which were interesting enough in the data set before extension may become uninteresting on the extended data set. The set
Rulesext of all interesting RARs may be discovered by applying the DRAR
method from scratch, on the extended set of objects. But this process can be
computationally expensive. That is why our goal is to replace it by a more
efficient algorithm IRARM (Incremental Relational Association Rule Mining), which preserves the completeness of the RARs generation procedure.
Considering the newly added instances, IRARM adjusts the set Rules of all
interesting RARs in the initial data set D to produce the set of all interesting
RARs in the extended data set Dext .
The idea behind determining the set Rulesext will be further described. Two
main stages characterize the IRARM method. The first stage is filtering
the set Rules of interesting RARs from the initial data set D in order to
maintain only the rules which are interesting in the extended data set Dext as
well. The second stage consists of extending the subset previously obtained
with new rules which were not interesting in D, but become interesting on the
extended data set Dext . After the second phase is completed the set Rulesext
of interesting RARs from the extended data set Dext will have been mined.
More details about the description of IRARM algorithm can be found in
[17].
The educational process is essentially dynamic therefore the results of the
evaluation for new students are available in an incremental manner. While
new information is accessible the existent academic data set is continuously
updated. In such situations the discovery of interesting relational association
rules in academic data sets is an incremental process. Consequently it is more
efficient from a computational viewpoint to apply the IRARM incremental
method (by adapting the set of rules identified before updating the data)
rather than applying DRAR from the scratch on the entire data set.
4. Results and discussion
We provide in the following an experimental evaluation of IRARM on two
academic data sets, as well as a discussion upon the obtained results.
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4.1. Case studies and data sets. In order to evaluate the performance of
IRARM , two case studies will be conducted on four educational data sets.
The first case study is performed starting from a real academic data set
collected from the Babeş-Bolyai University.
4.1.1. First case study. The first data set used in our study is the real data
set described in Section 3.1.1 and available at [1].
The second data set considered in our evaluation is synthetically generated
from the first data set and is available at [1]. The number of instances from
this data set is 867, as in our first data set. Since our first data set contained
a relatively small number of attributes, namely 6, we extended the set of
attributes to 10 attributes, a1 , a2 , . . . , a10 . The first 5 attributes from this data
set have the same meaning as described in Section 3.1.1. Attributes a6 , a7 , a8
and a9 represent the scores for four additional practical tests, while the last
attribute a10 represents the final grade. We mention that the values for the
added attributes a6 –a9 were randomly generated, using a uniform distribution,
within the interval determined by the attributes a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 .
4.1.2. Second case study. The second case study used for evaluating IRARM
contains the Turkiye Student Evaluation data sets publicly available at [14].
There are two data sets (Turkey Student Evaluation Generic and Turkey Student Evaluation Specific) each containing a total of 5820 evaluation scores
provided by students from Gazi University in Ankara (Turkey). Each data
set contains a total of 28 course specific questions and additional 5 specific
attributes. Details about the attributes can be found at [14].
4.2. Experimental results. Let us denote by s the number of instances from
the analyzed data set. For both data sets from our first case study s = 867,
while for the data sets from the second case study s = 5820.
In the performed experiments, for all data sets considered for evaluation,
the following experimental methodology was applied. We have started with n
instances in the data set (for various values for n) and afterwards the data set
was extended with s − n entities. Different values were used for the minimum
confidence threshold cmin , while smin was set to 1 since our data sets do not
contain missing values.
For each experiment, the set of interesting RARs on the extended data set
containing s instances was obtained in two ways:
(1) by adapting using IRARM the set of RARs obtained on the data
set before its extension;
(2) by applying the DRAR method from scratch on the extended data
set.
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We mention that, using method (1) or (2), the set of interesting RARs discovered in data is the same, but we expect the total mining time for IRARM
to be lower than the total mining time of DRAR applied from scratch. The
experiments presented in this section were performed on a PC with an Intel
Core i7 Processor at 2.30 GHz, with 4 GB of RAM.
In the mining process, we used the following binary relations between the
integer valued attributes: >, <, =.
For all four data sets from our case studies, we have repeatedly run DRAR
and IRARM for different values for cmin and different values for ns . Tables 2
and 3 present the results obtained when considering cmin = 0.1 and varying
n
s from 0.25 to 0.85 with a step size of 0.05. For a certain combination of
parameters (n, s, cmin ), the mining method (DRAR or IRARM ) was executed
20 times and the results were averaged over these executions. The fifth column
from the tables gives the reduction in total running time achieved by IRARM
time
.
computed as DRAR time−IRARM
DRAR time
From Tables 2 and 3 we observe that, when the percentage of initial instances ns is larger than 0.35, the running time of IRARM is increasingly
reduced with respect to the running time of DRAR, as the number of instances added to the data set decreases. The maximum reduction in mining
time obtained by IRARM is achieved when ns is 0.85 and is higher than 70%.
Figure 1 depicts, for the data sets from our first case study, how the percentage of IRARM ’s running time reduction increases when increasing ns , for
three different minimum confidence thresholds: 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3.

(a) First data set.

(b) Second data set.

Figure 1. IRARM ’s reduction in total mining time for the
data sets from our first case study, using different minimum
confidence thresholds.
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate, for the data sets from the first case study, how
the running time for the main operations of IRARM algorithm (Filter function, candidates generation process, Select function, support and confidence
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Data set

First data set

Second data set

n

s-n

217
260
303
347
390
433
477
520
564
607
650
694
737
217
260
303
347
390
433
477
520
564
607
650
694
737
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650
607
564
520
477
434
390
347
303
260
217
173
130

Time DRAR
(ms)
5.6
5.65
5.8
5.65
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.7
5.45
5.6
5.3
5.55
5.85

Time IRARM
(ms)
5.55
5.8
5
4.75
4.4
4.35
3.7
3.3
2.85
2.35
2.3
2.1
1

IRARM time
reduction (%)
0.0089
-0.0265
0.1379
0.1593
0.2414
0.25
0.3621
0.4211
0.4771
0.5804
0.5660
0.6216
0.8291

650
607
564
520
477
434
390
347
303
260
217
173
130

15.05
14.9
14.8
15.05
14.95
15.05
15
15.15
15
14.9
15.15
15.15
15.1

15.05
15
14.4
13.35
12.35
11.2
10.35
9.6
8.35
7.25
5.85
5.15
4.3

0
-0.0067
0.0270
0.1130
0.1739
0.2558
0.31
0.3663
0.4433
0.5134
0.6139
0.6601
0.7152

Table 2. Experimental results on the data sets from our first
case study for smin = 1 and cmin = 0.1.

computation) evolved when varying ns for cmin = 0.1. From the figures we observe that running times for the F ilter and Select operations decrease while
n
s increases.
Figure 4 illustrates for the data sets from the second case study, how the
percentage of IRARM ’s running time reduction increases when increasing ns ,
for two different minimum confidence thresholds: 0.8 and 0.85.
The experimental results presented in this section highlighted the effectiveness of IRARM method, which reduces the mining time against the time
achieved by applying DRAR mining from scratch when a data set is extended
with new instances.
4.3. Comparison to related work. The incremental relational association
rule mining approach previously introduced in [17] and applied in this paper
on educational data sets is new both in the DM and EDM literature. Existing
incremental approaches from the DM literature handle only non-relational
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Data set

n

s-n
4365
4074
3783
3492
3201
2910
2619
2328
2037
1746
1455
1164
873

Time DRAR
(ms)
814
552.2
782.7
794.35
834.65
765
816.85
692.4
739.95
570
809.65
628.55
501.65

Time IRARM
(ms)
875.2
564.75
703.25
664.55
678.35
564.95
525.15
386.1
358.7
238.25
312.35
228.3
156.45

IRARM time
reduction (%)
-0.0751
-0.0227
0.1015
0.1634
0.1873
0.2615
0.3571
0.4424
0.5152
0.5820
0.6142
0.6368
0.6881

Turkiye Student
Evaluation Generic
data set [14]

1455
1746
2037
2328
2619
2910
3201
3492
3783
4074
4365
4656
4947

Turkiye Student
Evaluation Specific
data set [14]

1455
1746
2037
2328
2619
2910
3201
3492
3783
4074
4365
4656
4947

4365
4074
3783
3492
3201
2910
2619
2328
2037
1746
1455
1164
873

686.7
684.35
742.4
845.95
967.55
1010.95
980.75
936.45
730.25
565.1
748.35
952.9
961.85

751.65
695.65
676.55
704.05
779.25
637.9
540.4
475.7
383.85
252.7
291.85
360.8
288.2

-0.0946
-0.0165
0.0887
0.1677
0.1946
0.3690
0.4490
0.4920
0.4744
0.5528
0.6100
0.6214
0.7004

Table 3. Experimental results on the data sets from our second case study for smin = 1 and cmin = 0.8.

association rules. In the EDM literature we have not found, so far, approaches
using relational association rule mining or incremental relational association
rule mining on EDM scenarios.
We present in the following several data mining methods which deal with
the incremental mining perspective on non-relational association rules.
Sarda and Srinivas introduced in [22] an algorithm for incremental association rule mining, in which the data set is extended with new instances. The
proposed adaptive algorithm was able to identify new rules for the updated
database, avoiding multiple scans of it. Yafi et al. proposed in [25] an incremental association rules mining algorithm named YAMI based on the Apriori
model on evolving databases. The authors also introduced the concept of
shocking interesting rule, as a rule which surpass all user’s expectations.
The incremental association rule mining on dynamic transactional databases
was investigated by Chandraker and Sao in [8]. Nath et al. present in [19] a
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(b) Second data set.

Figure 2. Running time (ms) for the main operations of
IRARM , for both data sets from the first case study, for
cmin = 0.1.

Figure 3. Running time (ms) for the Select function, for both
data sets from the first case study, for cmin = 0.1.
survey on incremental association rule mining. They review frequent itemset
generation techniques, rule generation techniques and incremental association
rule mining techniques. The authors emphasize several research issues and
challenges, such as the incremental behaviour of the data set, the number
of data set scans and the number of generated candidate itemsets. Dhanabhakyam and Punithavalli [13] propose An Adaptive Association Rule Mining
with Faster Rule Generation Algorithm (FRG-AARM) with the intent of acquiring a more efficient Market Basket Analysis.
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(a) Turkiye Student Evaluation Generic (b) Turkiye Student Evaluation Specific
data set.
data set.

Figure 4. IRARM ’s reduction in total mining time for the
data sets from the second case study, using different minimum
confidence thresholds.
Ogunde et al. [20] introduced an Adaptive Incremental Mining Algorithm
(AIMA) aimed to adapt to the trend of constant data updates in distributed
databases.
An incremental association rule mining algorithm has been proposed by
Yu-Dong et al. [26]. This was named VSIFP-Growth (Improved FP-Growth)
and used together with parallel computing techniques with the purpose of
developing the PVSIFP-Growth algorithm for frequent itemsets generation.
Li et al. [16] developed T DU P , a three-way decision update pattern approach
together with a synchronization mechanism in order to reduce the number of
scans of the initial data set.
The above presented methods deal with incremental AR mining, but from
a non-relational perspective. Unlike the classical association rules, RARs are
capable to express relationships between data attributes. Thus, RARs may
be more powerful than classical ARs in various machine learning scenarios,
including those related to EDM tasks.
5. Conclusions and future work
We investigated in this paper the application of classical and incremental
RAR mining for knowledge discovery in data sets from educational environments, with the goal of uncovering meaningful patterns within educational
data sets. The relevance of uncovering RARs in academic data sets has been
emphasized in the context of the students’ learning process, as offering additional insights into educational related phenomena. Additionally, the effectiveness of incremental RAR mining in online EDM scenarios was highlighted
through several case studies.
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Future work will be done in order to extend the experimental evaluation of
IRARM on other EDM tasks, to further test its performance. An incremental
adaptive RAR mining will be also investigated for academic data sets, when
both new instances and new features are added to the data set. Furthermore,
we plan to apply RAR, gradual RARs [10] and IRARM mining algorithm
in supervised learning EDM scenarios, such as predicting student’s academic
performance.
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